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Western Kentucky University seniors receiving the Ogden Sch olarship Award for top graduates at the spring exercises are (1-r)
Mrs. John (Marilyn) Anderson of Bowling Green, Mark Ezell of Bowling Green, Mrs. Richard (Deborah) Hottell of Eckron,
Miss Jo Anna Shipley of Cave City, Miss Myra Trask of Louisville and Miss Threasa Wesley of Somerset.

Western and the Role and Mission Statement
By DERO G. DOWNING
The 115th Commencement Ceremony was held on
May 14 in the E. A. Diddle Arena, marking the completion of the 71st year in the history of Wes tern
Kentucky University. Members of the families and the
friends of t he 1,870 graduates comprised an audience
in excess of 12,000 persons who paid tribute to the
g1·aduating class of 1977.
As we reflect upon the 1976-77 academic year, there
are numerous highlights and many significant accomplishments which have combined to make this another
important milestone in the life of West ern. Even the
casual observer could not help but be impressed by
the outstanding array of honor graduates who distinguished themselves and brought credit to the University
by their academic achievement. These include the honor
students who ·were recognized at the annual Honors
Convocation in April; as well as the large number of
individuals receiving awards for outstanding achievements at the Awards Banquet held in their honor.
Special awards were given to the Scholars of the Colleges and to the six students who shared the Ogden
Scholarship Award with perfect 4.0 records during their
undergraduate careers.
A Western Kentucky University graduate student in
folk studies was awarded the Fullbright-Hays Scholarship to study in Brazil for the coming year. The Univ~rsity was represented with distinction by individual
students, teams and groups who participated in various
t ypes of competition throughout our region and across
the country.

The beef cattle judging team won first place in the
Southeastern Region of the United States. The University yearbook received honors for the third consecutive year, as the Talisman was selected by
Columbia Press as the outstanding yearbook in the
entire country.
After winning the Ohio Valley Conference All-Sports
Championship nine out of ten years, the Western athletic teams continued their excellent performances by
placing second in the Ohio Valley Conference All-Sports
competition.
An equally impressive list of outstanding accomplishm ents can be enumerated from among members of the
Western Kent ucky University faculty and staff, as the
past year proved to be a productive period in the
prof essional endeavors of this important segment of
the University community. In reviewing some of the
more significant aspects of the past year, mention
should be made of an important matter which has
attracted a considerable amount of public attention.
I am r eferring to the adoption by the Council on
Public Higher Education of statements of the roles
and missions of the eight institutions of public higher
education in Kentucky. The role and mission statements
have been approved and adopted by the Council on
Public Higher E ducation, and the text of the statement
adopted for Western Kentucky University will be of interest to those concerned with the welfare of Western.
It appe,ars on page 2 .
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It was quite appropriate that the commencement
speaker on May 14 was the chairman of the Council
on Public Higher Education, Mr. J. David Grissom.
I am pleased to use this means to share with you the
text of Mr. Grissom's remarks, as I am confident you
will be particularly interested in the views he has
expressed and the interpretations he has placed upon
the role of the Council on Public Higher Education
and the importance of the role and mission statement
as they characterize a redefined statewide system of
higher education.
Let me conclude by stating that I am optimistic about
the future of Western Kentucky University. It appears
to me that the multipurpose character of Western will
be maintained and strengthened. Western is an integral
part of the system of higher education in Kentucky,
and it is our intention to continue to work within this
system to provide quality educational programs for the
citizens of the Commonwealth and for the students
enrolled on the Hill.

Western Kentucky University shall serve as a
residential, regional uniiiersity offering a broad
range of traditional programs to the people of
southcentral and portions of western Kentucky.
Recognizing the needs of its region, the University
should provide progr.r1ms at the associate and
baccal.aureate degree levels, especially programs of
a technological nature.
Subject to demonstrated need, selected master's
degree programs should be offered as well as the
specialist programs in education. A retrenchmen_t
or elimination of duplicati11e or nonproductive programs is desirable while development of new programs compatible with the mission is appropriate.
The University should continue to meet the
needs in teacher education in its primary service
region and should provide applied research, service,
and continuing education programs directly related
to the needs of its primary service region.
Because of the limited community college opportunities in the service region, the University should
develop its Bowling Green Community Colleqe compone;lt, emphasizing technical programs. The University shmdd develop close working rel<.1,tionships
and dei•elop articul.ation agreements with other
institutions.

DR. !]OW NIN~. is president of Western Kentucky University, a position he has held since September 1969.

bilities you graduates are assuming as
you leave this beautiful campus today.

The State Co·uncil
on Public Higher Education

an address to the
115th Commencement at
Western Kentucky University
By J. DAVID GRISSOM

President, Citizens Fidelity

Bank & Trust Co.
Louisville, Ky.
President Downing, Members of the
Board of Regents, distinguished guests
and ladies and gentlemen.
I am highly complimented that I was
asked to be here today . . . to be with
you at these commencement exercises ...
and to share with you some things that I
hope will be of interest to you
I'd like to talk with you today about
a few of the things the Council on Public
Higher Education is doing to help Western in its pursuit of excellence beyond
that which it has alreadv achieved ...
about the kinds of education we should
provide for our college students ... and,
just briefly, about some of the responsi-

Winner, of the top academic award1 at spring commencement were
presented by Pres.ident Downing ~o Dr. William E. McMahon (left),
professor of Engl11h, for productive teaching, and to Dr. Carlton L.
Jackson (right), profeuor of history, for contribution• in re1earch
and creativity. AT LEFT: J. David Griuom, chairman of the .tate
Council on Public Higher Education, addreued the 115th commence•
ment exerciaea.

Please don't expect me to reveal any
mystical secrets about life and higher
education. I'm not sure I have any to
reveal. And I'll try to avoid being the
speaker who can solve everyone's problems but his own in just 10 or 15 minutes. Instead, I'll try to be like Mark
Anthony, ,.vJ10 said:
I am no orator as Brutus is,
lfot as you know me all,
a plain blunt man,
For I have neither wit,
nor worth, nor words,
Action, nor utterance,
nor the power of speech
To stfr men's blood;
I only speak right on.
. I'll speak right on by saying ... today
lugher education, in which all of us here
have varying degrees of direct or indirect
interest, faces some very difficult questions. Many of the questions are essentially the same ones we faced a decade
ago. And there are many new questions
which have risen out of different demands created by a changing economy,
c-hanging attitudes toward higher eclucation, and changing educational philosophies and purposes.
Those questions include . . .

... Who is to be educated; what
should be the characteristics of student bodies; what will those characteristics require of the institutions of
higher learning?
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... What should be taught, what
shoulcl be learned; is the issue of vocational or career education versus
general or liberal education a real
issue?
... How will courses be taught; where
should they be taught; who will do
the teaching?
... What can be done to meet the
cl:anging demands for different types
ol educational programs; are current
methods the most rational and most
economical?
... How will we achieve full higher
education opportunities for all Kentuckians; to what extent must we
make those opportunities available;
where should they be available?
... Are there workable methods which
permit us to decrease undesirable duplication in higher education; will
these methods allow proper balance
fo programs and in easy accessibility
of our young people to our college
and universities?
... ,vhat can we do to decrease the
rate of inflation in higher educationto both the institution and to the student; what is necessary to adjust to
relatively less and less state support
without decreasing the quality of instruction?
... How can the public's confidence
in higher education in general and its
accountability in particular be re-

stored to the level of the 1950's and
1960's?
And the questions and problems go
on and on. All of us realize, of course,
that these are serious questions . . .
Finding answers or solutions to them
will not be easy. l3ut we have taken a
giant step toward making the solutions
and answers easier. That step was the
recently completed development by the
Council on Public · Higher Eduoation of
revised role and mission statements for
Kentucky's eight state-supported universities.
Simply stated, these revised roles and
missions specifically address the function
of each institution within a "system" of
higher education. These clarifications will
result in a better coordinated balance of
programs and responsibilities . . . and
provide the basis for answers and solutions to the long list of knotty questions
I posed a moment ago. I fully expect
these roles and mission statements to result in better higher educational opportunities . . . because they are intended
and designed to help the institutions, not
Jiinder them.
That doesn't mean that there has 1b een
complete agreement with my assessment
df the impact o'f these new mission statements. There have been a numiber of
fears ex:pres·s ed a1bout what the effects
will be upon various institut,i·ons. Most
of you have probably read articles iin the
College Heights Herald, The Park City
Daily News, or The Courier-Journal relating concern over what Western's revised mission will mean.
I'd like to tell you exactly what it will

mean. In my judgment, it will mean that
this institution, with its tradition of excellence in education and service to western
and southern Kentucky, will continue
that tradition. It will mean that Western
will continue to have strong liberal arts
programs, teacher education programs,
and arts and sciences programs . . .
along with strengthened basic technical
programs. It will mean that this university-with s,ome careful1y considered
program modifications to make it a part
of a broad system of Kentucky Higher
Education-will continue very much as
it has in the past. Western will continue
to provide high quality educational opportunities and be easily accessible and
available to students from throughout the
Commonwealth.
This role and mission of vVestern Kentucky University reflects the Council's
philosophy that Kentucky's universities
must be places of higher education . . .
not merely places of higher training. We
recognize the need for career education,
but we also recognize that training responds to the world in which we live.
I have a fear, a disturbing fear which
frequently haunts me as I study with the
Council the issues of higher education in
Kentucky. And that is that the great preoccupation with jobs, the acquisition of
skills, earning power, and upward social
and economic mobility threatens all of
higher education. If our universities settle for the lesser utility of providing
merely for the job market and the social
ladder, higher education stands to lose
an important distinction. That distinction
is what makes institutions such as West-
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em so importantly separate and apart
from most of the other institutions of
higher learning.
Those of you whom we are honoring
today who have spent just about 20% of
your lives worrying about whether a
course will be closed before you are
registered, burning the midnight oil, and
being haunted by the specter of exam
blue books might be thinking ... "Hold
on, I came here to prepare for product ive employment and to get ahead in the
world!" Good enough. But I hope that
you also came here to prepare for something far broader . . . your role as a
citizen of this great nation which necessarily involves acquiring a perspective
which will enable you to make a contribution to•w ard a better quality of life for
all Americans.
Such preparation is possible only
through universities that educate people
... not merely train them. Such preparation is possible only through universities
that realize that readying one for his or
her career as such is not now the only
or even chief value of higher education
and it will not be in the future.
Such preparation, I know, occurs here
at Western .and is reflected in the faces I
see before me, In your faces I see readiness for productive employment and the
desire to achieve. But I also see a wide
variety of intellectual skills and habits .. .
the abilty to think logically and analytically ... attitudes which are essential for
the maintenance of our freedoms ... the
capacity for clear expression . . . and a
readiness to act and react with reason.
(Continued on paae 33)

OPPOSITE: Michael Yohn of the Bureau of Inter-American
Affairs in the U.S. Department of State, makes a point
during a recent seminar on the Panama Canal Zone held on
the Western campus. LEFT: Among the experts attending
the spring conference on Latin America were (1-r): Dr.
Eric Baklanoff of the Univers ity of Alabama departmen·t of
economics; Mrs. Lauralee Petera of the Bureau of InterAmerican Affairs (Department of State); Alvaro Garcia.
Pena, a Waahington, D.C. international busines• consultant;
Robert Dowland of the Regional Office of the Department of
Commerce; and Dr. Kenneth Cann, head of Western'•
·
department of economics.

•_,
Building a bridge of human understanding between
the United States and Latin America is a significant
aspect of international relations and Western is contributing t o this construction.
It is the intention of Western's Latin American
Studies Progr am to add international and cultural dimensions to the educational opportunities for its students. So says Dr. John H. Petersen, director of the
program and professor in \Vestern's Department of
Government.
"It's very easy for a University like Western to be
inward-looking and not to be as conscious as it should
be of the world in which "\Ve live, since Kentucky is our
primary a udience," says Dr. Petersen. "I believe it is an
area that "\Vestern can successfully emphasize . . . because we have a number of faculty and staff members
who are specialists in Latin America."
Since its organization about 15 year s ago, the program has developed a str ong agenda. It has recent ly
gained national recognition by being a warded a grant
from the United States Office of Education to help
suppor t the extension of Western's Center for Latin
American Studie-s. Western is the youngest of 10 educational institutions selected to receive t he grants.
Other recipients include Yale Univer sity, University
of Wisconsin, University of California at Los Angeles,
University of Florida, Tulane University, University of
Kan-sas, University of Texas, San Diego State University and University of Illinois.
Western's grant will help to strengthen the Latin
American undergraduate progr am through the addition
of libra ry resources and Latin American materials,

The
Latin American
Studies
Program
By WINNIE McCONNELL
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Petersen. In four years, ·western has provided advice
and assistance to national and regional univer sities,
government agencies and other organiza tions in Chile,
Peru, Colombia, Venezuela and Nicaragua.
This summer Western will send approximately 15 faculty member s t o work at the National University of
Nicaragua.
.
Students also are given an opportunity to study
abroad. Western has organized a 17-day travel-study
course to Guatemala and the Yucatan Peninsula of
Mexico in August. The .students, in consultation with
t heir academic advisers, will be given the chance to
design certain aspects of the course to meet t heir needs.
Anyone interested in being exposed to Latin American
society m ay also enroll in the travel program.
Student teachers may also perform their practice
teaching in Latin America, says Dr. P etersen.
"They are better prepared to be. good effective teachers because they bring back much cross-cultural and
comparative examples and illustrations to the classroom," says Dr. Petersen. "They wouldn't gain this experience if thev did it in the U. S.''
Approximately 30 Western students have done their
st udent teaching in Latin America. Dr. Petersen says
it is not necessary for the potential student teacher to
be able to speak Spanish. They are assigned to bilingual
s chools such as the American School of Guatemala.
Upper-division undergraduate and graduate students
interest ed in field research in the humanities, social and
natural sciences will participate iri Western's third summer field seminar in the Amazon region of Brazil. The
two-month seminar will involve lectures, field trips and
on-site discussions of the cultural and economic history
of the Amazon. Besides field trips, numerous excursions
will include visits to agricultural settlements, Indian
villages a nd a sawmill town.
Western's exchange program involves Latin American
students as well. Under the Latin American Scholarship
Progr am of American Universities (LASP AU), graduate students and faculty members from Latin American universities can study for advanced degrees at
various American universities. Dr. P eter sen said five
Latin American students presently are pursuing mast ers degrees at Western.
Through the Latin American Studies Program, Dr.
Petersen said Wes tern students will gain valuable opportunities in experiencing another culture and living
in a different environment.
"To be realistic, the Latin American Studies Progr am
is here t o prepare students for the future world that
they are to live in," Dr. Petersen said. "It will add something special."
MISS McCONNELL is a senior from Louisville, Ky.,
majoring in public relations at Western. She is a student
writer in the Office of Public Affairs and Public R elat·ions.

along with audiovisual teaching aids. It will also permit
the organization of a small staff, plus the implementation of seminars, lectures and conferences.
Beginning last February the program sponsor ed several seminars. Issues regarding whether the United
States and Panama should enter into a new treaty
control and use of t he Panama Canal were discussed at
a seminar by four experts from the fields of history,
government, political science and Inter-American Affairs.
At WKU's Spring Conf erence on Latin America in
March, guests from various Universities, state departments and area businesses participated in the discussions of the future of U. S. investment, plus trade and
commerce with Latin American countries.
"The seminars and conferences h ave proven very beneficial even though they're in the beginning stage,'' says
Dr. Petersen.
·
Through an added activity called "Outreach," the
center i,vill share Latin American resources with the
Kentucky-Tennessee region of schools, public libraries,
civic clubs and business organizations.
Other activities include a summer workshop for
teachers on Latin America June 13-30, a speakers bureau
for area schools, college and civic organizations, and
establishment of a study-center in Latin America where
Western students would spend a semes ter in residence.
The program began in the late 1960s when a group of
Western faculty and administrative members formed a
committee to launch a Latin American Studies Program.
The committee succeeded in composing a certificate
which could be earned by taking courses related to
Latin America in different departments. The certificate was soon modified to a minor.
In t he last five years, inter-university linkages have
been established between Western and Latin American
universities through cooperat ive agreements and contracts.
"Most nations in Latin America face problems of development, and want t o become more advanced economically, socially and politically," says Dr. Petersen. "One
side of the development program is to try to upgrade
education in these institutions."
The studies center has been publishing for two years
a newsletter entitled, Intercambio Internacional Spanish for "international inter change".
'
"Its purpose is to be a means of communication between Western and the Latin American univer sities,"
says Dr. Petersen.
The newsletter discusses common concerns between
Latin America and the United States and describes new
activities implemented at Western. It is distributed to
various American and Latin American institut ions, including secondary schools.
Western is becoming involved in an advisory capacity
through the exchange of faculty and staff members to
serve as advisors with several universities, says Dr.
6

Who is Sylvia? What is she
That all our swains commend her?
Holy, fair and wise is she
The heaven such grace did lend he1·.
That she might admired be.

Who Is Sylvia?
By SHEILA M. CONWAY

She is a concert pianist, t he Argentine-born daughter
of an Austrian father and an Italian mother. She is,
in music circles, considered to be one of the most exciting young pianists of this generation.
She is Sylvia Haydee K ersenbau,m. For the academic
year, Western has laid claim to her. "And as long as
I'm feeling as good here as I do now, I will stay," she
says. How she came to Western is a matter of being
at the right place at the right time.
Sylvia Kersenbaum is a,ccustomed to giving at least
100 concerts a year in England, Europe and Japan.
As a rising young artist with several classical recordings to her credit, the tall, aesthetic young woman was
looking for something more than the concert stage could
give her.
Though she is now considered a "born Chopin player,"
it didn't compensate for 10 years of the pressures of the
concert circuit. Miss Kersenbaum wanted to teach as
well. Miss Kersenbaum's sister Estela, herself a music
teacher at Amherst College in Massachusetts, noted a
faculty post listed in a Western adverisement and sent
it to her sister.
Sylvia Kersenbaum has just completed her first academic year as a profossor of music at ·western and
presently is on a concert tour of England, France and
Argentina. She will visit her parents in Argentina this
summer before returning to the Western campus in
August to resume her teaching.
Now that she has cut the number of her public concerts in half, her schedule appears to agree more with
Sylvia Kersenbaum. She feels the Western music faculty
is "a very good one. Very close. It is a very nice atmosphere," she says. No doubt, the feeling is mutual.
Since her arrival, there have been graduate students
coming from as far away as New Orleans for lessons,
some from Louisville and even some concert pianists
have asked to come to her for more coaching. "Unfortunately, they want to come in the summer when I'm
not teaching," she says regretfully, but adds "this is
the kind of work I like."
By work Sylvia Kersenbaum means "discipline." She
teaches 15 hours a week. Depending upon her schedule,
she works at her music (at the very least) eight hours
every day. On some days she teaches from 8 a.m. until
3 p.m. and then goes home to rest and "take a strong
tea." She has dinner and then works until 11 p.m. On
non-teaching days, there's an endless amount of letterwriting, to her manager and to record companies, and
then to friends in faraway places.
"Teaching and playing are not tiring at all. I could
teach and play 24 hours a day," she says, but "everything takes time," and one has to take care of things.
As for a vacation, there will be three days for her this
summer when she stops for a concert in Malta. "But
then, just the change itself is always a rest," she says.

She doesn't know when she decided to be concert
pianist, "it just came naturally." When she was four
she began to reveal an unusual ear for music. Her
parents sent her to study under Vincente Scaramuzza,
who wrote shortly before his death that Sylvia was the
"authentic example of his school of piano playing."
Sylvia won first prize when she was graduated at 14
from the Buenos Aires National Music Conservatory.

When she was 22, she went to Rome to study at the
Santa Cecilia Academy, under Guido Agosti, on a scholarship awarded by the Italian government. Then she
studied at the Geneva Conservatory under Nikita MagaJoff and with Hans Graf in Vienna, "some of the finest
teachers in the world," she says.
With that kind of background, her work has become
her pleasure. Despite the fact she calls herself a "romantic," Sylvia is not pretentious and not at all what
you might expect of a concert pianist. Though she has
that passionate dedication to her art, and an obsessive
drive to work, Sylvia Kersenbaum is a very real person.
"I am sort of practical and organized," she says.
She has a strong physique matched by a spiritual
strength she regards as the greatest gift her parents
gave to both her and h er sister "to help us to cope
with every situation." She also has a refreshing sense
of humor and a sound perspective.
"You have to have a strong vocation and a very
healthy mind and body. You must have that discipline
and moral and inner strength. Of course there are times

when you feel down and don't want to work, but still
you must. When I have a student tell me. that today
there is no inspiration, I say that it doesn't mater to
me in the least. You must be able to cope with it and
to overcome it."
Asked about her life aside from her music, Miss
Kersenbaum says "there is not t oo much time for social
life. I have few friends, but very good ones. We are
very close."
A woman on a circuit that has more famous men
than women. Miss Kersenbaum says has not provided
her much difficulty. "Some record companies don't want
a woman artist.'' The solution there is to find one
which does, and she has.
She has made recordings of Liszt operatic transcriptions, Brahms variations, Tschaikowsky's 2nd Piano
Concerto and some Chopin sonatas and etudes.
This summer she and her sister, Estela, are making
a recording. "I beieve in equal pay for equal work and
there are more women in the field now than in the past.
For example, my mother used to play the violin as an
amateur. At the time she studied there was no possibility for a woman to make that her work. She could
possibly play in a cafe. The family considered it to be
something not very honorable. But today, having a
career makes no difference if you are a man or woman."
Does she get nervous onstage? "Always. When you
know the work, and want it to say something important,
you get nervous. It is human nature. You want to do it
well."
What goes through a concert pianist's mind when
she is on stage? "The work. You must get into what
you're doing, like an actor in a play. All the things
that come into your head must be related to that music
or to what it suggests."
"Of course, every concert pianist is different too,"
she says. "Some people need to play every day and
to have 165 concerts a year just to be happy. Some
need to have less. The only thing I really need is just to
be surrounded by good people that give me support
because I do not have my family here with me," she
says.
Sylvia lives in a cozy cottage adjacent to a house
owned by a colleague. A Steinway grand commands
the front r oom, filled with music. Papers, personal odds
and ends and things in slight disarray reveal a busy
person. Atop a bookcase is a sketch from a photograph
of her back home, holding a favorite kitten, a picture
taken by her father.
Sylvia Kersenbaum is not ethereal nor does she seem
very different from the rest of us-except for her work.
As her home base, the Hill suits her. "I think it's always
important for you to be in some place where you can
create something, or improve something, or contribute
in some way. And that is what I'm feeling here. In
some way, everything's growing," she says.

Then to Silvia let us sing
That Silvia is excelling
She excels each mortal thing
Upon the dull earth dwelling.
( Two Gentlemen from Verona) ·
SYLVIA KERSENBAUM
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MISS CONWAY is a contributing editor to Western
Alumnus whose articles appear regularly. She also is
news editor for the Office of Public Affairs and Public
Relations.
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FAR LEFT: Georgiana
Fiaher (left) and
Peggy Goad team up
to transform canned
pineapple into a sweet
' treat. LEFT: Clan
inatructor Dr. Louella
Fong auiata Alan
Maaden with a recipe.
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Mike Furlong liaten1 a1 claHmate Be.,,erly Madron make, a augge1tion. At right, Su1ie Vincent chop• onions.

Gour1net Cooking
By DEBBIE HARVEY

Fong said the purpose of the course is to acquaint
students with foods and cooking met hods that are uncommon to this area of the country.
After being offered four semesters at Western, the
gourmet class seems to have captured t he interest of
students. "We have a variety of people in the class each
semester. Some are taking the course for their major,
but many are taking it for personal interest," said Fong.
Students participating in the gourmet class have included students with majors ranging from home economics, education and interior design to psychology.
Also, faculty members, wives of faculty members and
some male students have been active participants of this
special class.
·
At each class meeting a full-course dinner is prepared,
and Dr. Fong said this enables students to look at a
variety of foods that go together in tast e, texture and
color.
Beef sukiyaki, Mexican buritos, marinaded mushrooms, Chinese omen cookies, chicken livers in. wine,

All major colleges and universities across the United
States have psychology, sociology, economics and mathematics cl.asses. However, only a f ew of these have
a gourmet cooking class, and Western happens to be
one of the few.
Preparing and eating foods from Japan, China, Spain,
Greece, Germany, Russia, Iran or almost any other
country is pa rt of being in the class.
Gourmet cooking is sponsored by Western's Department of Home Economics and Family Living through
its special topics series. It is taught by Dr. Louella Fong
as a three cr edit-hour class for both graduate and undergraduate students.
"The class is a good opportunity to introduce students
to new foods and new preparation methods," explained
Dr. Fong. "I do try to get across the fact that everything doesn't have to be fried or boiled."
"With a little imagination t he students can prepare a
more exciting dish, even if they're using ground beef,"
sh e said.
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pilaf, spinach casserole and sponge cake by both baking
and steam methods are a few of the dishes prepared by
students during the semester.
According to Dr. Fong, each student cannot help in
preparing every dish, but they do sample every dish
that is prepared for t he full-course meal. Besides tasting
the foods, the students r ate the various preparations
according to taste, color, text ure and other qualities.
"Going to class is like going t o a fancy r estaurant
every week," said Mrs. Kaye Willis, a graduate home
economics education student ·who has taken the class.
"Some of the best food I have ever tasted ·was experienced in t hat class."
"The class helped me to develop a taste for food other
than the traditional foods I have been used to, and it
helped me to appreciate foods for their natural flavor,"
said Mrs. Willis.
Gail Johnson, a home economics education and interior
design major from Glasgow, who has taken the class,
said, "Learning to use your imagination and new techniques for cooking is what it's all about,'' she said.
"I've eaten a lot of things I have never thought of eating before."
During the course of the class, Dr. Fong tries to acquaint students with food out side of the usual "meat
and potatoes" areas.
Although the class doesn't cook anything that is considered really "extreme" or "far out", the students do
learn to prepare a range of foods from appetizers to
desserts that a re both common and uncommon to this
area, Dr. Fong said.
The class involves using an international menu that
gives students a well-rounded idea of other foods.
In addition t o learning how to cook the different
foods, the class allows students to learn a little of the
history behind certain foods, said Fong.
Although many cooks swear by their recipes, t he
gourmet cooking students don't rely entirely on recipes.
"Students learn to make assessments about the dish
itself in terms of seasonings and spices and learn not to
depend entirely on recipes," explained Dr. Fong.

~

"I have learned to try out new things, such as a
J apanese meal prepared by an unusual technique," said
Jo Shewmaker, instructor in the home economics and
family living department at Western.
The feeling among many students is that it is a flexible course-the kind many students look forward to
every week.
"I love preparing the foods and then tasting them,"
said Lauren Kehr, a senior sociology major from Ohio.
"I t ook the class for my own enjoyment mainly because
I got a good recommendation of the class from several
other students," she said.
According to the students who have participated,
gourmet cooking is truly a "fun class." The class has a
full-capacity of students every semester.
In teaching the class, Dr. Fong emphasizes the idea
of enjoying food and learning new foods and methods
for cooking. "It was a r eal congenial class, and I felt
that ever yone enjoyed it, even the men in the class,
said Mrs. Willis.
"I'm taking the course because a friend of mine said
it was a neat class, and it's part of a self-improvement
program for myself," said Alan Masden, graduate student and dorm director of Pearce Ford Tower.
"After being in the class, I'm starting to feel like
I'm not helpless in the kitchen," said Masden.
"Every Thursday night I get a gourmet meal and
have a lot more food than I can eat." Also, Masden
now has a collection of recipes including one for
zucchini walnut bread.
By acquainting the student with the use of various
spices and preparation methods, Fong encourages creativity in cooking. "By using a little imagination and
creativity, th e students can create foods that are more
economical and probably more nutritious than the usual
hamburger and french fries," said Dr. Fong.

MISS HARVEY is a senior mass communications major
from Temple Hill, K y ., and a student writer in the
Office of Puhlic .4ffairs and Public R elations.
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LEFT: Senior Stig Ljunggren comes to the net to put away a point in
his win over Middle Tennessee's Dale Short, bringing him the OVC title
at the No. 2 singles position. ABOVE: Sophomore Hasan Ozdemir &train•
to reach a drop shot by his opponent. Ozdemir was runner-up in both the
No. 4 &ingles competition and, along with partner Bulent Altinkaya, the
No. 2 doubles.
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Silhouetted against a threatening aky
that dominated much of the two-day
competition, Western pole vauLer
Bill Hocker, a junior from Elwood,
lnd., soars over the bar at 15-6 t'o
take third place. Hia fini sh in the
meet'a final event ~olidified the
Hilltoppera' hold on third place,'
staving off a bid by defending
champion Austin Peay.

It was Western's tu
year to host the
annual Ohio Valley Conf
track and tenni:g
championships. The Hilltoppers responded well
to the host role, running the competition smoothly
and efficiently while winning the tennis title and
taking third place in track.
Not even spring thunderstorms which delayed
tennis action both days could dampen the enthusiasm of the young athletes.
Under first-year coach Ray Rose, the Hilltopper
tennis team totaled 30 points in the tournament
competition to dump defending champion Middle
Tennessee, which finished with 24.
The win gave the Hilltoppers their 19th OVC
tennis crown in only 29 years of competition and
netted league coach-of-the-year honors for Rose.
Seniors Stig Ljunggren (No. 2) and Bulent
Altinkaya (No. 3) both won individual championships, but the title hinged on a total team effort.
The Hilltoppers got points at nearly every position.
Western's track team didn't have quite enough
depth to make a successful bid for their 13th
track title. The Hilltoppers finished third behind
Middle Tennessee and Morehead State.
WKU's individual league champions included
Richard Hopkins (20.94) in the 200-meter dash,
Tony Staynings (14 :02.5) in the 5,ooo~meter run,
and Chuck Durrant ( see cover photo), who set
a new OVC record in the high jump with a leap
of seven feet, one inch.
Staynings tied with Middle Tennessee's John
DoDoo for selection by OVC coaches as the conf erence Track Athlete of the Year.
The Hilltoppers' bid for their 11th OVC AllSports Championship fell two P?ints short when,
10 days after the track and tenms evens, Western
finished a single stroke behind Middle Tennessee
in the golf competition at Lexington. The Hilltoppers finished the All-Sports race ,with 80.5
points against 82.5 for Middle Tennessee.

~

ABOVE: Senior Tony St.;ynings maintains a slim lead over a challenger
from East Tennessee, Louis Kenny, aa he nears victory in the 5.000meter run. The win, along with his third-place finish in the 1,500-meter
event, made Staynings the Hilltoppers' top scorer with 16 points. At right,
Western Coach Del Hessel yells encouragement to both Staynings and
teammate Jon Slaughter, who took third place behind Kenny. ABOVE
RIGHT: No. I and all alone at the finish line is Western junior Richard
Hopkin&. Timed at 20.94 seconds in winning the 200-meter dash, Hopkins
was steadily pulling away from all opposition over the final 50 meter• . RIGHT:
Several younger me·mbers of the Hilltopper squad came through with performances that bode well for Westrn's track future. Typical wa1 the
performance here of Russellville freshman Forrest Killebrew, who soared
25 feet, one-half inch to take a third-place medal in the long jump.
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By JOHN WARREN OAKES

Last year's Fine Arts Festival will be a measure
against which future festivals are measured.
All reserved-section season tickets were sold and
several single events were sold out completely. Patrons
enjoyed the finest series of events in the history of the
University.
Planning a new season while patrons were raving
about 1976-77 performance by Sylvia Kersenbaum, Van
Cliburn, The Leningrad Symphony, Jerome Hines, Peter
Martins and the Villella Dance Company, provided a
genuine challenge to the Festival Committee. However,
after a year of negotiating, the committee has selected
what promises to be another great :season of music,
plays and dance for 1977-78.
The season opens Oct. 23, with the Acme Dance
Company under the direction of James Cunningham.
The company combines dancing and acting, singing,
elaborately costumed characters, dialogue, films, masks
and projections. In addition to the performance this
outstanding company will be in residence at Western's
Jones-Jaggers Lab School conducting classes and workshops for two weeks.
On Nov. 6, Janos Starker, the king of cellists, will
perform. A leading American critic, Roger Dettmer of
Chicago's American recently wrote that Starker "has
the edge of authority that comes with international
touring and world-wide acclaim.'' At the pinnacle of his
long career, Starker i:s acknowledged as one of the
greatest musicians of this generation.
Leading contemporary composers Jean Martinon,
Miklos Rozsa and Bernard Heiden have composed concerti for him.
Starker's tours include solo appearances and recitals
with virtually all of the major orchestras, in as many
as 80 concerts a year, many of them combined with
his master classes and string seminars. A distinguished
professor at Indiana University, Starker's classes attract string players from around the world.
Internationally acclaimed as one of the finest youth
choirs, The Vienna Choir Boys will be in Bowling Green
on Nov. 16, as they tour the United States this autumn.
Only 100 miles from Bowling Green resides the internationally-known Louisville Orchestra conducted by
Jorge Mester. He has headed the famed Aspen Music

Festival in Colorado for the past seven years-longer
than any other music director. Mester is one of the
most versatile conductors in the music world today. In
addition to being music director and conductor of the
Louisville Orchestra, he has appeared with the Boston
Symphony Orchestra, as well as the orchestras of San
Francisco, Buffalo, and Milwaukee. His reputation a:s an
opera conductor is well known in New York. His other
engagements for next season will include appearances
in Vienna, in London with the BBC and a month-long
tour of Japan.
Appearing with the Louisville Orchestra as piano
soloist will be a Western professor of music, Sylvia
Kersenbaum. She ranks high among major pianists
performing anywhere in the world, appearing with
major orchestras such as the Royal Philharmonic, the
Munich Philharmonic and the Tokyo Philharmonic. Miss
Kersenbaum has made 12 recordings for the Emi Angel
label which have evoked critical acclaim. In 1972 The
London Times wrote, " . . . she is worth hearing for
more than her dashing fingers; she is gifted with
great naturalness and freshness, melodic warmth,
subtlety and skill."
( For a more extensive article on Miss Kersenbaum,
please turn to pages 6-7, this i.ssue.)
The program of Faure, Hayden, Grieg and Copland
will be presented in Louisville on March 17-18. You
can attend the same program March 19 in Bowling
Green.
On March 21 the world's greatest musical, My Fair
Lady, will arrive from Broadway. Superlatives go onand-on, the audiences keep rolling in and the critical
praise never ends: the "world's greatest musical" lives
again. My Fair Lady first premiered on Broadway in
1956, enjoyed a long and profitable run, and now has
returned to Broadway.
Tom Mallow will produce this first national tour,
designed with elegance and Broadway standards. Featuring its huge cast and full orchestral accompaniment,
My Fair Lad11 will be a tremendous physical production.
The Lion In Winter, a comedv by James Goldman,
will be presented by Actors Theatre of Louisville, April
1. Few since Shakespeare have had such a marvelous
gift for comedy. "Repeated thrusts of delight-the play
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1977-78 FINE ARTS FESTIVAL
Acme Dance Company, directed by James Cunningham
2 p.m., Sunday, Oct. 23
Janos Starker, cellist
3 p.m., Sunday, Nov. 6
Vienna Choir Boys
8 :15 p.m., Wednesday, Nov. 16
The Louisville Orchestra, Jorge Mester, conductor
with Sylvia Kersenbaum, piano soloist
3 p.m., Sunday, March 19
1lly Fair Lady, American Theatre Production
8:15 p.m., Tuesday, March 21
The Lion in Winter, Actors Theatre of Louisville
8:15 p.m., Saturday, April 1
Eugene Fodor, violinist
8 :15 p.m., Wednesday, April 5
The Hartford Ballet, directed by Michael Uthoff
8 :15 p.m., Wednesday, April 12
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glitters with the tumbled brilliance of intelligence,"
commented the New York World-Telegram and Sun.
"A work of intelligence, astringent wit and much theatrical skill," said the New York Times.
Violinist Eugene Fodor, a favorite of the 1976-77
festival joined the elite in the world of music when he
became the f irst American since Van Cliburn to top
the field in the most prestigious musical competition
in the world, the Tchaikovsky International.
Two years prior to that he became the first American
ever to win the Paganini International. The New York
Post said Fodor is "a fiddler of immense talent, a
born violinist, he plays naturally with vigor and enjoyment and his body and violin seem to be part of the
same organism." His concert at Western is scheduled
April 5.
Since its first Western appearance in the 1974-75
festival, the Hartford Ballet, under the direction of
Michael Uthoff, has become one of the most active
touring ballet companies in America. This final event
will be presented April 12.
Past patrons of the festival will be given the opportunity to renew their subscriptions. Since the festival
sold all reserved seats last sason, the number of sub.~criptions available for new patrons may be limited.
If you wish to buy season tickets or have your name
on a waiting list, please call 502/745-2345-beginning
Sept. 6-for information about available seating.
Season tickets will sell for $25 for best and $20 for
next-best seats in Van Meter Auditorium.
General admission and student tickets will go on sale
in Rooll_l 200, Office of the Dean of Potter College,
Ivan Wilson Center for Fine Arts, 10 working day·.s
prior to the event. Reserved tickets not released to
Western students will go on sale to the public five
working days prior to each event.
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EUGENE FODOR

MR. OAKES is assistant dean of the Potter College of
Arts and Humanities and chairman of the Fine Arts
Festfoal Committee at Western.
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THE HARTFORD BALLET

THE VIENNA CHOIR BOYS
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Frank PittmanIn Tune
With Guitar Making

In a Chord
By TOM EBLEN

After many hours of sanding and 10 coats of lacquer,
the ·w hite spruce face of the instrument almost sparkled.
The knife marks were gone from the long curved neck
and six tight strings extended from the top across
silver German frets .
For two weeks Dr. Frank Pittman worked from dinner until s unrise on the classical guitar. He said he
loved every minute of it.
"I've always played the guitar a little and I've been
making furniture for 15 years, so it was easy to become
interested," said Pittman, an industrial education and
technology professor.
Pittman said he became involved in the craf t when he
met Hascal Haile, a nationally-known guitar maker in
Tompkinsville. Haile, who has been making guitars for
15 years, caters to many professionals, including Chet
Atkins.
'
"After watching him work one night, he asked if I
would like to come and study with him. I had some time
coming, so I was granted sabbatical leave and moved
in with Haile a nd his ·wife last September," Pittman
said.
Pittman lived with Haile because of the lar ge amount
of time Haile spends on his instruments and his unusual
work schedule.
"He doesn't like interruptions, so he sleeps all day,
starts after dinner and works all night. It wasn't bad
once you got used to it, but ·when I went home to be with
my family on weekends and had to adjust to a regular
day, Mondays were awfully hard to take," Pit tman said.
Pittman lived with Haile for six weeks. During that
time he completed a classical guitar a nd started a steel
string guitar.
Pittman's basement workshop is filled with special
guitar-making tools. "Most of t he equipment must be
made," he said. "You can be working for a long time
before you ever start on the guitar."
Special long-handled knives must be made to carve the
guitar's neck and fixtures. Molds are construct ed from
wooden planks and glued together to form a box. The
guitar's body is constructed while in the mold.
Pittman said the pr ocess is long and exacting.
The body's sides must be cut into ninety-thousandthsinch t hick pieces by using a dial indicator. They are

us ually cut from matching stocks of walnut or mahogany.
"Brazilian rosewood is best," Pittman said, "but it is
so scarce that side pieces can cost as much as $75 a
pair." The pieces a re then boiled and put in a metal
bending iron to be pressed into shape.
Pittman uses spruce, sliced into eighty-thousandthsinch thick pieces, for the face of the guitar which is
decorated with wood inlay.
Under the face, wooden struts are placed in a fan-like
structure to produce the desired tone. "This is where
hand-crafted guitars differ from commercially made
instruments," Pittman said.
Hours of sanding are r equired to make the wood
smooth and even. "The slightest little dip shows through
when you put the finish on, so you just have to run
your fingers along the wood to feel for any imperfections," he said.
Since ivory is expensive and hard to get, many pieces
of the guitar are made from bone. "Haile's wife would
go to the butcher shop and buy bones, bring them home
to be washed and bleached, and then he would cut them
to shape with a small saw," Pittman said.
When the stock is finished, machine heads are ordered
from an import house in Miami, Fla., and the strings
are attached.
" I find it's a very relaxing hobby," Pittman said. "I
can ,come down h ere, turn on some music and sit and
work for hours ."
Guitar making a lso can be a profitable hobby. Pittman
said a classical guitar. like t he one he made under Haile's
direction, could cost $800 to $1,000. "It could be worth
even more, depending on who makes it," Pittman said.
"If it has Haile's name in it, it's going to be worth a lot
more than if it has mine."
With one foot propprd up on a stool, he stood and
strummed his creation, stopping only long enough for an
occasional tuning adjustment. The rich tones filled the
workshop.
After all the work, would he be willing to sell one of
his instruments?
He raised his head and paused a moment. "I suppose
I would eventually," he said. " I can only use so many
guitars."

OPPOS ITE: Dr. Pittman u sea a special long handle knife on
the neck of what will soon be a steel string guitar. LEFT:
Hascal Haile in his Tompkinsville s hop.

MR. EBLEN is a sovhomore from Lexington, Ky.,
ma,jorin,q in journalism at Western . He is a member of
the staff of the College H eights H erald.

WKU Professor
Reconstructs
Log Home

Cabin Fever
By JIM HIGHLAND

Talk to Western Professor Al Petersen, and he will
say that he "enjoyed" building his own log cabin. He
will also say it wasn't all fun and games.
As a matter of fact, P etersen put in more than five
months of .sweat to make his dream come true, a threebedroom log cabin home located off the Old Scottsville
Road near Alvaton.
And if sweat wasn't enough, Petersen broke his arm
and lost 30 pounds in the process.
Petersen's interest in log cabins began when he was
a graduate student in Louisiana. He came to Western
in 1970, and that interest height ened.
"I thought it might be interesting to live in one of
those things," Petersen said, and "I wanted t o see what
it would be like if one could be torn down and rebuilt."
Petersen's first job was to find what, by any standards, could be described as an adequate log house. The
one he chose was located in Butler County.
David Sutherland, then an instructor of photojournalism, -originally purchased the log cabin finally selected,
and he showed it to Petersen.
Petersen said, "It was in pretty bad shape, but a
friend of mine-a graduate student in folklore-and I
thought it could be salvaged."
The log cabin Petersen purchased was originally two
Jog houses constructed separately-what he called a
two-story single pen and a single-story one-room house,
with a breezeway called a "dog trot" attached to the
s ide.
Once he bought the house, Petersen said the problem
was how to systematically tear it down and reconstruct
it. He had purchased some land off the Old Scottsville
Road near Alvaton.
First, Petersen said he photographed all sides of the
house and then used large-mouth Mason jar lids as
labels for each of the logs. That way he knew where
each log -c ame from and its relationship to the other
logs.
"We wanted to come up with a system that would
work fairly easily," Petersen said, and "we developed a
system we could use in terms of teaching."
Petersen said the jar lids were color-coded for each
of the cabins. Each lid was labeled with a compass
direction, and the labeled location of each log was
marked on the photographs.
In getting his house torn down, Petersen used what he
called his "swim team connection."
He said members of Western's swim team found out
what he wanted to do, that he was willing to pay, and
"they all wanted to work."
So it was in April of 1975 that Petersen and his
student work crew began tearing down the log house.
Once they had the cabins on the ground, Petersen borrowed a tractor-trailer, loaded everything up in one
day, transported it to his building site. It was unloaded
the next day.
Petersen planned to turn the log cabin into a threebedroom home which would necessitate the construction
of some additional rooms. He tore down an old Victorian

DR. AL PETERSEN
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house to get the ceiling and floor joists and the poplar
wood flooring for his r econstructed log house.
It took "sheer muscle power" to put the house back
together again, Petersen said, and while he could have
hired a contractor to do the work, no contractor would
have been able to take the time to do t he job he way he
wanted it done.
It was now the beginning of summer, and once again,
Petersen looked around for help. This time the work
fell on him, his wife, a graduate student, an undergraduate student and a friend of one of the students.
Shortly after they began reconstruction, Petersen
broke his arm. He was working on the house at the
time, fell through a floor joist, got his arm caught, and
it broke.
"The day after I broke my arm, Jay Sloan (WKU
Professor John Sloan, government) came out," Petersen
said, and Sloan worked several days throughout the
summer helping his colleague in the geography department.
" My arm was in bad shape until the first of July,"
Petersen said, adding that he quickly "learned to drive
nails with his left hand."

.~

He said his wife, "made it all possible because she got
into it and worked." When Petersen was injured, he
said his ·wife jumped in and st arted "pounding nails and
lifting things around."
By the time they were finished, he said his wife had
developed very strong muscles in her arms.
Petersen learned as he went along because he said
he "was not a skilled carpenter and never built anything but a box in the back of a pickup truck."
Slowly but surely, the house took shape. An attic
large enough for two bedrooms and a kitchen were
added.
Petersen and his wife moved into the house in October
with one chimney yet to finish, but they have since completed that job.
Petersen said he and his crew did all the work with
the exception of the plumbing and windows. The windows were purchased as individual units from a local
building s upplier.
When he began the project, Petersen weighed 175
pounds, but when he moved into the house, his weight
had dropped to 145.
But as Petersen said, "We enjoyed it."
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Finally, all the montha of work seemed very much worth the
effort. Pictured in front of the fini1hed product are ( 1-r)
Petersen's daughter Lisa, Mrs. Sue Petersen, Dr. Petersen,
Bruce Green and Molly.

MR. HIGHLAND is an assistant professor of journalisrn
at Western who has written a number of articles for
W estern Alumnus.
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Dr. Norman Holy placed a small flask filled with a
purplish liquid on his desk. "This reaction has never
been run before," he said.
Then he poured about a thimbleful of a clear liquid
into the flask and instantly the purple color disappeared,
leaving a cloudy liquid and a brown sediment drifting
to the bottom of the flask.
"Presto," he said. "A new compound never before
synthesized."
The Western chemistry professor had just demonstrated a new line of chemical research that may lead
to a bonanza of scientific information within the next
10 years. An article about the research has been published in the Journal of the American Chemical Society.
The process, according to Holy, is a means of bonding
a positively charged metallic atom to a carbon atom,
creating a new class of chemical compounds.
"We're making some complexes, that is to say, new
molecules," he said. "We have made about 15 so far.''
Right now the significance of these new compounds
is limited primarily to chemists. However, one new
compound, a catalyst, may help provide a means of
synthesizing hormones, the substances that help regulate growth, development and activity.
Holy got the idea for his research while trying to
change the reaction characteristics of mercury by bonding it to an y,ide (pronounced il'-id), which is a negatively charged atom next to a positively charged atom.
Once he had developed the complex, Holy realized that
the bonding process itself might be more important
t han the original goal of changing the reaction characteristics of mercury.
Holy had been working with the project for more
than two years, and he has been assisted by some of
his chemistry students. It was an undergraduate student, Randy Davis of Henderson, Ky., who first ran the
experiment leading to the discovery of the catalyst.
The University is now trying to patent the new subs tance, which may someday be of importance to pharmaceutical companies for hormone synthesis.
According to Holy, it is not as hard to create the new
compounds as it is to test them and identify exactly
what they are. This is complicated by the fact that as
yet, Western does not have the funds or facilities to
run all the tests that would have to be made.
Holy said it could take 10 years to synthesize 50 more
compounds and to define their structures and explore
t heir catalytic reactions.
" It's very expensive to do the analysis. It's difficult
to do t he job without the right amount of money," he
said.
(EDITOR'S ADDENDUM: The following information
has occurred since Bill Wolfe's original story.)
Holy, who has just been promoted to the rank of f ull
professor, sti1I is seeking funding for his research project. The University Patent Committee has a pproved
the idea of seeking a patent on the discovery of a
catalyst built from a "sandwich" involving cobalt. This
is very active and holds further possibilities for hormone
production.
What he has been able to accomplish to this point h as
been done with three faculty research grants and s ome
funds from the budget of the Department of Chemistry.
The faculty grants have been "absolutely vital, 1 just
couldn't do without their help," he said. While the
amounts involved are modest, they "have permitted us

Presto

New
Synthesized
Compounds I
By BILL WOLFE
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to do what we have done, and couldn't h ave done otherwise."
Just ·what the future may hold for the research depends very much on money, Holy is certain.
Holy said the research "publication" in the Journal
of the American Chemical Society could g r ow to a tot al
of 15-20 articles in the next couple of years. Published
research helps in several ways, including encouraging
the organizations capable of backing t he project.
"Applied research is a possibility,'' he said. "But we
really want to find out what we have in terms of basic
research before we start trying to apply it."
Research dollars for basic research "are very tight on
the federal level . . . it makes it very difficult" to
further the project, he said.
In the meantime, there are other positive results.
Randy Davis has been accepted to the Veterinary School
at Auburn. Another student , Ted Nalesnik of Yonkers,
N. Y., who graduated wih his degree in chemistry May
14, will enter doctoral st udy at the University of Cincinnati this fall.
Nalesnik, whose high school football coach in Yonkers
played at Western, spent four years in Bowling Green
as an undergraduate. "He may very well be the most
widely-publis:.hed undergraduate in the whole country,''
Holy said. "He even holds a couple of patents."
So, it seems, Western's good program in chemistry
marches on. Students have a chance to learn and discover why others have obtained their good start from
the labs on the Hill.
Dr. Norman Holy and one of hia outatandinir atudent aHiatants,
Ted Naleanik. manufacture a "aandwich compound" in the
air-tight enYironment of their chemistry laboratory. Holy'•
inyeatigation ha• been a ided importantly by faculty re•earch
gran ta.

MR. WOLFE is a senior journalism major from Kevil,
Ky., and a member of the staff of the College Height s
Herald.
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(Photography seems to slow my life enough
so that I can take the time to learn to see))

Wayne Scherr

A 1972 graduate of ViTestern,
\Vayne Scherr was known from the
beginning as a photographer, his

quiet mien and serious approach to
work evident even then. Now, five
years later, Scherr is lab and studio manager for Montana State
University, a post he has held
since 1975. His work for the school
absorbs only part of his concentration on photography. "Black and
white photography represents only
40 percent of my work,'' he says.
"The majority is large format color
... landscapes, wildlife and photo
essays . . . marketed through an
agency in Chicago."
Scherr looks on his black and
white work, presented here, as
"very personal" as contrasted with
the commercial aspects of his color
work. "Perhaps there is more
meaning hidden within the black
and white,'' he says, "because they
were taken for myself, not a market."
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He has had one-man exhibitions
at the Metro Arts Center in Louisville twice and the Gallery of the
Yellowstone in Montana. He has
done freelance work for a number
of agencies and publications in
Kentucky and Montana, in add.i tion
to various regional newspapers,
magazines and literary publications.
Wayne's work at Montana State
involves control of the darkroom
and studio facilities for a four-year
program of photography.' 'There
are 160 majors in the program, he
says. He also does work for Public
Information Services, Inc., which
produces and distributes educational filmstrips. So what does he
do with all of his spare time? This
summer he wants to write and
illustrate a series of children's
books!

Wayne Scherr
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HILLTOPICS
Edited By DON ARMSTRONG

entered the Army in 1939 and returned
to Wes tern to serve as ass is tan t professor of military science, 1941-43. He was
here in Dec. 1943 to close the program
w hen it was t e mporarily phased out for
the duration of World War II.
Western officials have been presented
with an original letter written in 1939
by Gen. John J . Pershing, commander
of the U. S. Armed Forces dming World
War I. T he letter was written to a former member of the military s cience department faculty, now retired, Col. Roy
J. Bell Jr. ('x39) .
Bell was a charter member of the
Pershing Rifles Drill Team and its commanding officer during 1938-39. He
presented the original copy of t he letter
to President Downing dur ing a visit to
the campus.
The letter eventually will b'e placed
in the Kentucky Building, but first displayed in the main lobby of the :Vlargie
Helm L ibrary.
The letter from Gen. Pershing ( called
"Black Jack") to Col. Bell extends the
general's greetings to the Pershing
Rifles company at Wes tern, which had
sent to him a his tory of their organization, named after the famous leade·r ,
who held the five star rank of ge neral
of the Army.
"I am, of course, keenly interested
in the progress of the Pershing Rifles,
and it is gratifying to me to learn of the
growth and success of the unit at your
school," Gen. Pershing wrote.
Col. Bell, who lives in E lizabethtown,
visited Western with his wife, Doris.
Bell enrolled at Western in 1935,

PR Chapter Is Named
For Dr. Kelly Thompson

Work Begun
·O n Ag Expo
Center at WKU

1

In response, Dr. Thompson inaugurated a public relations scholarship in
the name of Western's former dean of
public affairs and public relations, the
late Robert G. Cochran. Cochran, who
served Wes tern, began his public r e•
lations career under the leadership of
Dr. Thompson in 1948 as a field representative.

Construction has begun on Western's
new Agriculture Exposition Center
located on the 800-acre University Farm,
three miles south of Bowling Green on
U. S. Highway 31-W.
Contractor for the $2,722,695 structure is Simpson Construction Co., Glasgow. Projected completion date for the
new center is late fall of 1978 according
to Owen Lawson Jr., physical plant administrator.
The center will include a s how arena
seating over 2.000 which will serve a
multitude of spectator events from livestock judging and horse shows to concerts. There will also be a teaching and
demonstration arena with a capacity of
300 which will serve not only as a lecture/demonstrat ion classroom but also
as a sale ring.

Elected To ASG
Robert Earl Moore (abov e) h a s been
e lec t ed president of the Associated
Student Government at Western. The
Radcliff sen ior, w h o w ill be swor n in
as student regent a t the July mee t ing
of the board, w ill serve f o r the academic
year 19 7 7-7 8 in t he two posts.

An animal holding area will be located
on t he g round level of the structure with
washing areas, a locker room and runs
to both the show and teaching/demonstration areas.
Two conference and seminar rooms
will be provided with office space to
accomodate the departments utilizin g
the facility for instruction, resear ch
and public s ervices.

ODK Taps Seven
For Honor Group
Western's chapter of Omicron Delta
Kappa ( ODK), a leadership society for
men and women, has announced its
members for the 1976-77 school year.
ODK recognizes and encourages
achievement in college and places emphasis on development of each person.
Dr. Jack Sagabiel. associate director of
undergraduate advisement, is faculty
adviser to the organization.
Honorees this year were:

A F ulbright- Haya Scholar, Miu Gaye W aggoner (left) t alks w ith Dr. C a r o l Brown
( r igh t) head of th e Department of Foreign Languages at W e stern, about her
awa rd. Miu W a g goner , who is w ork ing on her master' • degree in folk atudies,
is the firat i'raduate s t udent at W estern t o b e named a F u lb r i(l'h t -Hays scholar.
The grant w ill e nable h er t o study f or a year in Brazil, an a n alyaia o f a traditional
hammock w eaver.
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Lewis Bauer, a senior agriculture
major from Cave City; Rick Crawford,
senior pre-med major from Franklin;
Ilavid Edward Danhauer, senior premed major from Owensboro; Michael D.
Fritch, junior sociology major from
Owensboro; Donna Lynn Reeves, senior
biology science major, and Nancy Jane
Jeannette, sen ior math and computer
science major, both from Bowling
Green; and Ritchie VanBussum, senior
pre-med major from Henderson.

The chapter also presented three
other awards for public service contributions.

Dr. Kelly Thompson
The Western chapter of the Public
Relations Student Society of America
(PRSSA) was renamed the Kelly
Thompson Chapter at its second annual
a wards dinner May 8 .
Dr. Thompson, president emeritus
and presiden t of the College Heights
Foundation at Western, was honored
for his contributions t o the University
and to the field of public r elations.

Miss Trish Pugh, public relations
dlrector for Actors Theatre of Louisville, was honored for her contribut ions in helping establish Actors
Theatre, Kentucky's only resident professional theat re.
Mrs. Romanza Johnson, home economist for Bowling Green Municipal
Utilities, was honored for her contributions within the community of Bowling Green. Mrs. Johnson, president of
the Kentucky Home Economics Association, has been involved with var-

ious c-ommunity projects and currently
is chairman of the 1977 Bowling
Green-'\Varren County Heart Fund
Drive.
Western's Fine Arts Festival Committee was named recipient of the University public service award. J ohn
Warren Oakes, chairman, accepted t he
award on behalf of the committee.
Since its beginning in 1973, the Fine
Arts Festival has brought nationally
and internationally-known performers
to Western.
Miss Debbie Anderson, Bowling
Green sophomore, was presented an
award as the year's outstanding
member of PRSSA by chapter President Brian Collins, a senior from E rlanger. Other certificates of appreciation were presented to t wo members
of the WKU faculty, Dr. Paul Ashdown and Fred McCoy. The chapter
also honor ed their faculty advisor,
Robert L. Blann, and paid t r ibute to
Collins.

PR Group Wins
For Case Study
Western's Public Relations Student
Society of America (PRSSA) chapter
won first place in the East Central District PRSSA case study competit ion
here in April.
Five universities from Michigan, Ohio,
Indiana a nd Kentucky participated in
the competition which was in conj unction with the third annual East Central
Dis trict Spring Caucus.
Representing Wester n in the competition were Mike Thomas, a senior from
Nas hville; Judith Harrison, a senior
from Cartersville, Va.; Susan Sheppard,
a junior from Chamblee, Ga., and Mike
McGurk, a senior from Paris, Ky.
The project was dire'cted by Dr. Paul
Ashdown, ass istant profess or of journalism.

Society Names Officers,
Selects Best Students
Alpha Epsilon Delta (AED), a society
for pre-medical, pre-veterinarian, and
pre-dental students has named its new
me mbers and officers for the 1977-78
academic year and presented its student
of the year awards.
Pre-medical student-of-the-year is
Ritchie Van Bussum, Henderson. Predental student-of-the-year is David
Dunn. Benton, and pre-veterinarian
student-of-the-year is Sue Botts, Lexington.

John W a rren Oakes, coordinator o f the W estern F ine A r te FestiYal, rece iYes t he
a ward for public aenice by a W e.tern o r ganization a t the annual P RSS A b anquet.
Prese nting t h e awa rd ia MiH N ancy Nahikian, a m ember o f t h e Kelly T h ompaon
Cha p t er of PRSSA . ( For a s tory on n e xt season'• f eatiYal, aee pag e 12-13, thia
iuu e.)
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HILLTOPICS
Judging Team
Takes First In
Southeast U.S.

Six Tied for Top Spot
At May Commencement

Western's livestock judging team has
returned from the Southeastern In tercollegiate Livestock Evaluation and
Judging contest wit h one first place
trophy and other ribbons representing
their successes there.
The \Vestern team won first place in
beef cattle judging, and Stanley Boone,
Leitchfield, finished second high as an
individual in oral reasoning in cattle
judging.
Overall in oral reasons, the team
finished second and Boone finished
fourth. Lynn Graham, Bowling Green,
finished fifth and Al Pedigo, Hendersonville, Tenn., placed eighth.
The team also placed second in sheep
evaluation and fourth in swine evaluat ion. Boone a gain placed second hig h in
individual of th e swine evaluation and
Graham finished fifth .
In the overall high individual contest,
Pedigo placed fifth and Boone finished
seventh.
WKU's team was among 14 universities
that entered 25 teams in the competition.
Other members of the livestock judging team, advised by Dr. Gordon Jones,
are:
Douglas E. Emerson, Lockport, N.Y.;
Walter G. Haines, Greensburg; Russell
T. Goss, Wal dwick, N.J.; Johnny Eubank, Gamaliel ; Teresa Edge, Ohio
County; Curtis A. Rexroat, Russell
Springs; Phil Turner, Livermore; and
Richard M. Dyar, g raduate assistant
coach, Opelika, Ala.

The six too scholars of the University
honored at the 115th Commencement
exercises May 14 were:
Mrs. Deborah Brown Hottell, Ekron,
Ky.; Mark Edward Ezell, Bowling Green,
Ky. ; Miss Myra Page Trask, Louisville,
Ky.; Miss Threasa Lou Wesley, Somerset, Ky. ; Mrs. Marilyn Noffsing:er
Anderson, Bowling Green, Ky.; and Miss
Jo Anna Shipley, Cave City, Ky.
Each was named a co-winner of the
Ogden Scholarship Award and presented
a s ilver bowl by Cooper R. Smith, regent
of the Ogden Foundation.
Three other students w er e also honored
in the ceremony as scholars of their
colleges:

Job/Opportunity Fair
Attracts 350 Vets
Veterans with college educations attended a special Opportunity/Job Fair,
May 26 in the Garrett Conference Center.
Leonard Mullins, Western's director
of veteran affairs, said more than 50
employers and service agencies were
assig ned booths. Co-spon sors of the fair
were Western and the state Department
for Human Resources.
Mullins said about 350 college-educated veterans took advantage of the
fair and follow-up surveys showed 25
were offered jobs and another 41 were
given follow-up interviews. A number
of programs of special benefit to vetera ns also had booths at the fair.

Mrs. Wendy Koenigs Barnett, Fond
Du Lac, Wis.; Mrs. Elizabeth Ann Rush
Hopper, Owensboro, Ky.; and Miss

Pamela Kaye Anderson, Bowling Green,
Ky.
Distinguished contribution awards
were presented to two Western faculty
members:
The award for contribution in research or creativity went to Dr. Carlton
Jackson, professor of history. The prize
for productive teaching was conferred
on Dr. William McMahon, professor of
English.
Maj. Gen. Richard L. Frymire, adjutant general of Kentucky, was the
principal speaker a~ :We_stern's 1~77
spring ROTC comm1ss1onmg exercises
May 13.
Twenty cadets were commissioned
second lieutenants in the U . S. Army,
seven in the U . S. Regular Army, and
four into the Army Reserve. E leven of
the cadets were honored as distinguished
military graduates.

Advisory Group Formed

Capps Visits NYC,
Talks on Judge Rowan
Dr. Randy Capps, head of the
Department of Communication
and Theatre, was the featured
speaker this spring at the Kentu cky Derby Day Luncheon of the
New York Society of K entucky
Women in New York City.
Capps spoke to the group of
about 200 members at the Regency
Hotel about his recent book on
John Rowan, an early K entuckian
whom Dr. Capps calls "one of Kentucky's ablest orators."
Capps was invited to speak to
the group by Mrs. Henry Martin
Jr., president of the New York
Society, who told him in a letter
t h at her father is a first cousin of
the Rowan family.
Capps' book is entitled The
Rowan StoriJ: from F ederal Hil
to My Old Kentucky Home. It was
Rowan's cousin, Stephen Foster,
who visited John Rowan Jr. at My
Old Kentucky Home a nd composed
the s tate son.g of Kentucky.
The New York Society of Kentucky Women was begun in 1910
and makes awards to Kentucky
students. Members of the Club
must have some connection with
Kentucky either personally or
through their spouses.
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On Broadcast Major
Members of a newly-formed Broadcast Advisory Council for Vi'estern met
in Bowling Green April 29 to discuss
present and future curricula in the field.
The 13-member advisory group, made
up of professionals in broadcasting from
Kentucky and Tennessee, heard Dr.
Randy Capps, head of the Department
of Communication and Theatre, explain
Western's future plan s in the area of
broadcasting.
Members of the n ew Council assisting
the University are :
Rick DuBose, Radio Station WLBJ,
Bowling Green; Chris Clark of WTVFTV, Nashville; Len Hensel, WSM Radi?,
Nashville; Henry Lackey, WSON Radio
Henderson; Clyde Payne, WBKO-TV,
Bowling Green; Robert Proctor of
WBGN Radio, Bowling Green; Henry
Stone, W I:KN Radio, Franklin; Bill
Summers, WLOU Radio, Lo uisville ; E.
Berry Smith of WTVW-TV, Evansville,
Ind.; J ames H. Topmiller Jr., WHAS
Radio, Louisville; Bill Walters, WIEL,
Elizabethtown; Garland West, WKCTWDNS Radio, Bowling Green, and J. T.
Whitlock, WLBN Radio, Lebanon,
executive secret ary of the Kentucky
Broadcasters Association.

ABOUT PEOPLE ...
FACULTY AND STAFF
CHARLES J. BUSSEY, assistant professor of history, appeared at the 10th annual Duquesne University History Forum in October where h e presented a
paper, "The Lost Opportunity of 1853."
PHILIP H. CONSTANS JR., associate
professor of edu cation, has been s erving
as president of the ,varren County unit
of the American Cancer Society. Dr.
Constans, a nat ive of Iowa City, I a .,
served as Cancer Cru sade chairman in
1975. He presently serves as president
of the Faculty Senate at W estern. The
1977 Cancer Crusade chairman was
JAMES W. FEIX, a ssociate professor of
physical education and h ead football
coach at Western.
RAYMOND L. CRAVE NS, on sabbatical
leave for the past year, has asked to be
replaced as vice president for academic
affairs and dean of the faculties. The
Board of Regents approved his appointment as dean of international education
and public service for \Vestern at a special meeting May 14. Dr. Cravens has
been on the faculty of Western for 19
years.
GARY E. DILLARD, professor of biology, has been named editor of the
Bulletin of the Association of Southeastern Biologists. Dr. D illard will issue the
pub1ication quarterly which is distributed to the 1,400 members of the association.
LARRY ELLIOTT and JOE WINSTEAD, me mber s of the biology facul ty,
presented papers before the Association
of Southeastern Biologists in April at
North Carolina State Universit y. Dr.
Elliott presented r esear ch findings in
microbiology and Dr. Winstead read h is
paper bassed on s tudies in plant ecology.
Four Western s tudents also t ook parts
on th e program of the professional
group. Elliott, Winstead and RUDY
PRINS of the biology faculty will spend
the summer teaching at the Tech Aqua
Consortium near Smithville, T enn., in
the b iological field station's two fiveweek t erms.
DEE GIBSON, direct or of public affairs
and community relations, has been electe d to the board of directors of the Bowling Green-Warren County Chamber of
Commerce. Going off of the board was
PAUL B . COOK, ass istant to t he president for resource management and chief
budget officer of the University.
WAYNE HOFFMAN, professor of geography, has been pr omoted t o head of the
Western D epartment of Geograph y and
Geology. He had been serving as act ing
head of t he department.
JAMES S. JOHNSON, assistant to the
dean of the Bowling Green Community
College, has been notified his article,
" The Student Teacher as Self : Or, H ow
Am I Doing'?", will appear in the Educational Digest. Dr. J ohnson said the
article deals with relationships between
the student teacher and the supervising

teacher. The article has already appeared in the February issue of the Kappa

Delta Pi R ecord.
MONA LOGSDON, staff assistant in the
Office of Student Financial Aid, has
been re-elected as secretary of the Kentucky Associa tion of Financial A id Administrators. Mrs. Logsdon, who was
voted the honor in April, also chairs a
committee on certification for the
organization, a move by the group toward professionalization.
JIM WAYNE MILLER, a poet and prof essor of German, addressed t h e Dec. 12
commencement exercise at Berea College. The 1958 Berea graduate spoke on
"The Best of Two Worlds." Dr. Miller
has published several volumes of poetry
and topical ballads on Appalachia.
FRANCES PERDUE, a part-time member of the faculty of the Department of
English, is author of "The Folksong Repertoire of Beulah C. Moody, published
in the K entucky Folklore Record. The
work concerns the involvement of music
in th e Campbell family of Brownsville,
Edmonson County, and centers on the
rich heritage of mus ic of the seventh
member of the family, Beulah Moody.
Mrs. Perdue is from Franklin, Ky.
JANIS VAN E.MAN, a part-time member in \-Vestern's Department of Comm unications and Theatre, has been
awarded $250 from a nation a l profess ional fraternity in the communication
arts and sciences. The award has been
used toward the purchase of teaching
equipment for speech pathology classes.
The Zeta Phi Eta Foundation, which has
a local chapter a t Western, made the
award to Mrs. Van Eman.

ELAINE JAMES, a sophomore legal secretarial science major, has been awarded
a scholarship for $300 by the Hilltopper
Chapter of the American Business Women's Association in Bowling Green. Miss
James is daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. C.
James of Glasgow.
JEFFERSON CHASE McKENNEY, a
pre-med major from Marion, Ky., has
received h is commission as an ensign in
the U. S. Naval Reserve to attend medical school at the University of Louisville
under the Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship. He is the son of Mr.
and l\frs. Tom McKenney of Marion
Route 4.
JACK HEWSON RAY, a junior anthropology major, has r eceived the N. 0.
Taff Scholarship for 1977-78. He is the
son of Mrs. Audrey Rinehart, Lebanon,
Ky ., and W. B. Ray of Malaga, Ohio,
and is a member of the Kentucky Archaeological Association. The scholarship
is named for a former h ead of Westcrn's
Department of Economics and Sociology. 1924-51, and it was endowed by
Charles R. Martin in honor of Dr. Taff.
SCOTT THOMAS, a physical education
major from Bowling Green, h as competed in the 1977 World Military Sky
Diving championships held in April at
Ft. Bragg, N. C., where he won third
place in the novice division for individual accuracy. Thomas, a freshman, is a
member of ROTC and belongs to Special
Forces at W estern. He is the son of Lt.
Col. and Mrs. Harry G. Thomas of
Bowling Green Route 4.

Yell Leaders Picked
For 1977-78 Seasons

THE STUDENT BODY
ELLEN BURNETT and SIMEON PICKARD, senior chemistry majors, were
co-recipients of th e ninth annual "undergraduate Award in Analytical Chemistry," sponsored by the Division of
Analytical Chemistry of the American
Chemical Society. Miss Burnett is daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clem Burnett of
Mayfield and Pickard is the son of Dr.
and Mrs. Claude Pickard of Bowling
Gree·n .
JOSEPH H. HAYDE N, a junior geology
major, is winner of the American Geological Institute Scholarship for 197778. The native of Nicholasville, Ky., won
one of 40 scholarships given in the nation, based on academics and probability
of future success in geology. Hayden is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. John T . Hayden,
Nich olasville.
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Next year's cheerleading squad has
been selected from 30 students yesterday after tryouts and interviews.
Those selected are Darlene Basham,
a freshman from Louisville; Jennifer
Kimmel, a Beechmont sophomore; Donna Miller, a Franklin , Ind., senior;
Elaine Mills, a Westerville, Ohio, freshman; Pam Mosier, a Summer Shade
senior ; Lisa Norris , a Louisville freshman.
\-Vayne Herner, a Brooks freshman;
Rich Macias, a Hopkinsville senior;
Craig- Moore, a Louisville freshman;
Dennis Rounds, a Pierre, S.D., sophomore; Chris Swanberg, a Henderson
freshman, and Barry Wilson, a Valley
Station sophomore.
Alternates are Sara Jane Gordon, a
Princet on freshman, and Jamie Short, a
Louisville sophomore.

------

----

..
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Prince Becomes

/po,~,
A Po~ Pourri
EDITED BY ED GIVEN

-

First · Frosh To Win
E. A. Diddle Award
:i\'[ike Prince, a 6-5 guard fro m Detroit, Mich., became the first Western
fre sh man to win the coveted E. A. Diddle Award at this year's Basketba ll Appreciat ion Banquet.

Lindsey, Woods,
Carpenter FCA
Officers for 1977-78

Prince was a starter in all 26 W estern
games last s eason, averaging 14.8 points,
the s econd highest average on the squad.
He hit 51.7 per cent of his field goal
a ttempts and was named to the All-Ohio
Valley Conference t eam.

Honors have been piling up for the
Hilltoppers' graduating football center,
Dave Carter.
The 2S5-pounder from Vincennes,
Ind., was recently named Western's
At hlete of the Ye ar, one of the most
coveted awards available to a HiJltopper.
Only a few days later, he was drafted
in the sixth round of the National Football League 's player draft by the Houston Oilers. With the Oilers, Carter would
be working with another former Hilltopper standout, Joe Bugel.
Bugel was recently hired by the Oilers
as line coach after a stint in a similar
position with the Detroit I.ions. A ~tar
guard on Western's undefeated 1963
Ohio Valley Conference and Tangerine
Bowl champions, Bugel has coached at
Western, Iowa State and Ohio State.
Carter was a second-team All-America selection last fall by both the Associated Press and the American Football Coaches Association.

Three outstanding Western football
players have been elected officers in the
school's chapter of the F ellowship of
Christian Athletes for the 1977-78
school year.
Billy Lindsey, a junior from Glasg ow,
has been tabbed president; junior Jimmy
Woods of Clarksville, Tenn., vice president; and junior Chip Carpenter of
Bowling Green, secretary-treasurer.
Lindsey is flanker who led the Hilltoppers last year with 32 receptions for
365 yards.
Woods, a tailback, was named to the
1976 All-Ohio Valley Conference team
after pacing Western's rushing game
with 859 yards in 233 carries, an average of 3. 7 yards per try.
Carpenter, an offensive guard, has
heen a first-team All-OVC selection for
each of the past two years and is a good
bet to draw some All-America recognition next fall.

Previous winner s of the E . A. Diddle
Award were Johnny Britt, 1976; Mike
Odems, 1975; Ray Bowerman, 1974;
Chuck ,vitt, 19-73; Danny Johnson,
1972 ; and Clarence Glover, 1971.

FOOTBALL
Sept. 10-UT-Chattanoo11:a
Sept. 17-at Akron
Sept. 24-at Austn Peay*
Oct. 1-East Tennessee•
Oct. 8-at Northern Michigan
Oct. 15-Tennessee Tech•
Oct. 22-at Eastern Kentucky•
Oct. 29-Morehead State•
(Homecoming)
Nov. 5-at ,Middle Tennessee•
Nov. 19-Murray State•
*Ohio Valley Conference Cam,

MEN'S BASKETBALL

MR. GIVEN is assistant director
of public relations at W estern and
is a contributing editor to W estern
Alumnus who writes regularly for
the magazine.
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Hilltopper Sports Schedules

Nov. 26-Michigan
Nov. 30- at Evansville
Dec. 3-at Bowlin11: Creen (0.)
Dec. 5-Memphis State
Dec. 7-Butler
Dec. 10-at Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Dec. 17-Cal•Poly (Pomona)
Dec. 28-29- at Maryland Invitational
(WKU, Maryland, Ca. Tee~, St. Jt hn's)
Jan. 4-LaSalle
Jan. 7-at Eastern Kentucky*
Jan. 9-at Morehead State•
Jan. 11-Jackson,ille
Jan. 14-East Tennessee•
Jan. 16-Tennessee Tech*
Jan. 21-Murray State•
Jan. 23-at Austin PeaJ*
Jan. 25-Dayton
Jan. 28-at .Middle Tennessee •
Feb. 4-Morehead State•
Feb. 6-hstern Kentvcky•
Feb. 11- at East Tennessee•
Fe.b. 13- at Tenneuee Tech"
Feb. 18-Austin Peay•
Feb. 20-at Murray State•
Feb. 25--Middle Tennessee•
*Ohio Valley Conference Cami

We,tern'a head football coach, Jimmy
Feix, ia shown here with his co-captain,
for the 1977 aeason. They are Chip
Carpenter (65), an offensive guard
from Bowling Green, and Biff Madon
(50), a linebacker from Pineville. Both
players were named to the All-Ohio
Valley Conference team last year aa
juniors. Madon waa also ,elected the
league'• defenaive player-of-the-year.

I

In fact, no player classified below the
sen ior level had ever won the award in
t he six previous yea rs in which the trophy had been presented. It was named
in honor of the late coach who led the
Hilltoppers for 42 seasons.

Carter Named Athlete
Of Year, Drafted
By Houston Oilers

DAVE CARTER

I
1111

Head Basketball Coach Jim Richard•
congratulates Mike Prince, a freahman
guard from Detroit, as he receive•
the E. A. Diddle Award at Western'•
basketball appreciation banquet.

SWIMMING
Dec. 2-West Virginia, Morris Harvey
(at Charleston, W. Ya.)
Dec. 3-at Morris Harvey Relays
Dec. 8-at Kentucky
Jan. 14-Louisville, SE Missouri
Jan. 19-21-at Eastern Ky. Invitational
Jan. 24-Centre
Jan. 28-Eastern Illinois
Feb. 4-Evansville, Missouri
(at Evansville)
Feb. 10-12-at Saluki (SIU) Invitational
Feb. 23-25-KISC Championships
(at Richmond)
March 22-25-NCAA Championshi ps
(at Lonr Beach, Cal.)

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Sept. 16-17-Purdue, Middle Tennessee
Sept. 23-24-lndiana, UT-Chaltanoor1
Oct. 4-at Eastern Kentucky
Oct. 7-8-Louisville, Morehead State
Oct. 14-15-Kentucky, Tennessee, Ohio Shh
{at Lexin(lon)
Oct. 21-22-Ball State, Murray State
Oct. 28-29-KWIC Championshi ps

RIFLERY
Sept. 24-at Murray Stat,
Oct. 1-at IJT-Martin
Oct. 11--at Vanderbilt
Oct. 15-Tenneuee Teclt
Oct. 22-Ent Tennessee
Oct. 29- Morehead State
Ho,. 5--at Eastern Kentucky
Nov. 12-at Middle Tennessee
Dec. 3-4-4t Kansas St. Turkey Shoot
Jan. 28-29-at All-America 1ntercolle1iatt
Feb. 4-5, 11-12-at Sectionals
March 3-5-at Mid•West Camp Perry
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Outstanding
Prep Gridders
Signed by Hilltoppers
A total of 13 of the area's finest high
s chool football players have signed Ohio
Valley Conference and national lettersof-intent with the Hilltoppers.
"Overall, we t hink we recruite d a fine
group of football players," said Wes tern
Head Coach Jimmy Feix.
"We got some good, quick linemen
with fine size a nd we landed some backs
with great speed. We expect quite a few
of them to be able to play as reserves
this fall and some of them will even be
pushing for starting positions."
The lineup of signees:
Player, Pos.

Ht.

Wt.

Dave Cross, FB
6-0
195
Charles Dillard, TB-DB 5-1 1 185
Craig Freeman, TB
5-9
165
Charles Gallas, C-DT
6-2
220
Ricky Gwinn, TB-LB
6-3
195
Preston Holt, DT
6-3
235
Marty Jaggers, QB-LB 6-1
190
Dewey Jamerson, F~OB 6-1
205
Nate Jones, TB
5-10 170
Kevin Kast, OT
6-2
230
200
Wi lliam Smith, OE-LB 6-3
Troy Snardon, TB·LB
6-1 197
225
Pete Walters, FB-T
6-2

Hometown

Newburgh, Ind.
Woodbury, Tenn.
Oak Ridge, Tenn.
W. Jefferson, 0.
Nashville, Tenn.
Nashville, Tenn.
Cadiz, Ky.
Wheelwright, Ky.
Madisonville, Ky.
Tell City, Ind.
Nashville, Tenn.
Allensvi lle, Ky.
Providence, Ky.

Alumni Newsgrams
Compiled By Lee Robertson

Georgians Celebrate Derby
The traditional Derby Party for Western Kentucky
University alumni living in Georgia was held at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. David Saucier ('67) in Atlanta,
Ga. Saturday, May 7.
Attending from the University were Dr. Frank Six,
head of Physics and Astronomy at Western, John
Burt ('66), coordinator of field experience and health
in the Hea lth and Safety Department at Western, and
Lee Robertson ('50'57), director of alumni and placement affairs.
Attending from the Georgia area were Buford ('67)
and Wanda Baker, Marcia Jan Brown ('x75), Susan
Lee Calhoun, Dave Carroll ('71), Jim ('68) and Blaine
G. Cooper , Dennis A. Fields ('74), Gerald ('63) and
Suzanne V. Fudge, Paul F'rederick ('69) and Antoinette F ykes, Bob ('71) and Jeanne Galloway, Sara
Rebecca Green ('76), Frank J. ('55) and Ann C. Groschelle, J. Robertson ('66) and Sara (Schutz) Haworth
('x66), Bob Holtzman ('73), Ron Holtzman ('73),
John Hreben ('73), Gray J ernigan, George E. and
Patricia (Richmond) Miller, J. H. "Buzz" Mosbey Jr.
('72), Steve P aris ('68), David W. ('67) and Peggy
Saucier, Darrell Lee ('75) and Karen (Henderson)
Smith ('71'73) , Ben P. ('31) and Anna Elisa Trimble,
Maj. Neil Vogel ('62), David B. "Skip" Wentz ('x73).

~
Scores of Western Alumni and friends got up and going
early on April 16, to attend a coffee hour and reception
hosted by the University and the Louisville Area Alumni
Club at the Executive West motel. The event was held, as
usual, in conjunction with the annual KEA convention in
Louisville. ABOVE LEFT are (1-r) Ray Hornback ('29),
Alumni Association President Mike Abell ('63-'65) and
WKU Director of Public Affairs and Community Relations
Dee Gibson ('48). ABOVE: Conversation mixes well with
coffee and donuts, as Pat Richardson ('65) and Steve
Barnard ('73) illustrate.

Central Mississippi Meeting

These Georgia Westerners pause to pose for the "Alumnus"
camera during their Derby party in Atlanta. They are
(standing, 1-r) Bob Holtzman, Denny Fields, David Wentz,
Becky Green, Peggy Saucier, David Saucier, Ron Holtzman;
and (front, 1-r) Shannon Saucier and Marcia Brown.

Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Sheffer ('60) hosted an afternoon reception at their home for Western alumni
teaching at Henderson County High School prior to
the 6 :30 p.m. alumni meeting at the Ramada Inn on
April 5.
Dr. Dero G. Downing ('43) was the after-dinner
speaker and remarks were made by football coach
Jimmy Feix ('54), Freida Kaufman ('74'76), University School Relations, Don Armstrong ('72) and Lee
Robertson ('50'57).
John Hall ('67) was re-elected as club president.
Preliminary plans were made for a summer outing
for the alumni group.
Attending were Ralph E. ('65'66) and Marcia
(Harper) Baker ('74), William R. ('66) and Carol
(Norris) Bartlett II ('69), Phyllis (Hayden) ('69'76)
and Dan Becker, James E. and Claudia Davis, Essie
M. Feix, John W. ('67) and L aNeave (Fletcher) Hall
('64), Mary Diane (Dixon) ('73) and Wayne Hughes
('x72), Cash J. ('72'75) and Luba Johanna Kowalski,
Gross Clay ('x51) and Sabra Lindsay, Malcolm E.
"Gene" ('67'72'74) and Pat Melton, William L. Newman ('50), Bill W. ('56) and Ethel Rideout ('x56),
William Allan Riley ('72'73), Ronald and Anne
(Shaver) Sheffer ('60), William L. Sullivan, Leslie
Young ('62).

Hendersonians Meet

Henderson School Counselor Jim Polley (left) shares a few
thoughts with Pres ident Downing and Public Relations
Director Don Armstrong.
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The Central Mississippi Alumni Club held its second
annual meeting on Saturday, Feb. 19 at the Primos
Northgate in Jackson, Miss. President Steve Cunningham ('66) asked those in attendance to assist
him in finding addresses of area alumni and contact
them about becoming active in club activities.
Those attending from the campus and Bowling
Green were Bill Pegues (Honorary '76), Don Ray
('48) , Dee Gibson ('48) and Lee Robertson ('50'57),
Attending the meeting were Thomas L. (BU'40)
and Evelyn Alvis, Steve ('66) and Barbara (Paris )
Cunningham ('65), Wilton C, (BU'34) and Josephine
Fulton, Margery (Woodside) McCully ('42), Sam P.
McRae (BU'40), Louis A. Miazza (BU'50), Myra Lee
Paris ('x74), Burt P. ('48) and Vivian Usr y, Nell T.
(BU'45) and Frank Wiygul, Clifton E. (BU'51) an d
Minnie Rhodes.

Gulf Coast Alumni
Gather in Biloxi
The third annual meeting of the Gulf Coast Alumni
Club was held Friday, Feb. 18 at the Officers Club
of Kessler AFB, Biloxi, Miss.
Club President Vincent Sherry ('51) and his wife
Margaret (Smith) Sherry ('55) were hosts for the
social hour and Dr. Sherry presided at the business
meeting.
A slide presentation of cu1Tent Western campus
scenes and building progress preceded remarks by
Dee Gibson (' 48), director of public affairs and
Lee Robertson ('50'57), director of a lumni affairs.
Guests from Bowling Green were Don Ray ('48) and
Bill Pegues (Honorary '76).
Attending the meeting were John W. (BU'48) and
Mary (Igleheart) Cox (' 40), Vernon H. ('32'38) and
Margie H. Frederic, Roy S, ('39) and Kay Kelley,
Carl Archie (BU'49) and Vermelle McDonald (BU'x46), Aubrey Lee (BU'51) and Kitty Mooneyh~m,
Lawrence Hobdy ('54'63) and Leta (Kerr) ~erkms
('51'63), James Russell Reed ('66) and Jackie Godfrey, Joseph S. Roemer ('x42), Karen Roemer, Ola S.
Roemer ('31'33), William A. Roemer ('x41), Inell
(Orrell) Stevens ('31), Daniel V. ('50'59) and Betty
(Topmiller) Ward ('49).

North Alabama Club Meets
The North Alabama Alumni Club held its annual
meeting Saturday, May 14, at the Hill Valley Country
Club with Kathy Thomas presiding.
Newly-elected officers are Tom Kinser ('50), president, J ohn Allen ('70), vice president, and Pat Allen
('71) secreta ry.
Attending from the University were Charles ('49)
and Jewell Keown, Owen ('54'57) and Mary (Moss)
Lawson ('60), and Lee ('50'57) and Joyce (Bennett)
Robertson ('65).
Others in attendance were : John C. ('70) and Patricia Allen, Mac ('70) and Car ol Arvin ('68), John T,
('59) a nd Elizabeth Blair, Cindy (Phipps) Boese
('62), J ess ('46) and Henrietta Huff, Bill and Faye
(Whittaker) McPeak ('61), Jim Miller ('59) , Donald
E. ('61) and Donna (Alt) Parker, Joe ('60) and
Kathy Thomas ('61), and Art ('49) and Lois Thompson .
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-GRISSOM AT COMMENCEMENT
(Continued from page 3)

Florida Clubs Meet

•

Ill

Spring

Central Florida
President Bill Gossett ('69) conducted the Central
Florida Alumni Club meeting Friday, March 18, at
the Carlton House Resort Hotel south of Orlando.
Dr. Kelly Thompson ('35'43), p_resident emer~tus
and president of the College Heights Foundation,
and Jim Richards ('59'60), head basketball coach,
spoke to the group. Jim Sprinkle ('69) was elected
president for the coming year.
Attending were Marion ('55) and Mary (Ward)
Chesnut, Harold I. ('56) and Jean (Garrison) Coe,
William ('69) and Elizabeth Gossett ('x68) , Ish E.
.Johnson ('51), V. Wayne ('57) and Glenda Pedigo,
Lee Robertson ('50'57), Jim ('69) and Phyllis Sprinkle
('70), Kelly ('35'43) and Sarah Thompson ('30), ~farshall ('51'52) and Grace Tubbs and Edgar Witten
('49).

ABOVE: Pictured at the Tampa Bay
meeting are (1-r) Carolyn Mancinik,
Jeff Mancinik and Brad Wataon.
RIGHT: Alumni gatherings are noted
for light momenta and good times.
Here Rip Gish (left) and Wade Norris
share a laugh with others during the
North Florida get-together.

South Florida
The South Florida Alumni Club held its annual
dinner meeting Saturday, March 19 at the Williamson
Restaurant in Ft. Lauderdale. Club president, L. R.
Carter ('50) presided and was re-elected as club
president.
Members in attendance heard remarks from Basketball Coach Jim Richards ('59'60) and Alumni Director Lee Robertson ('50'57).
Attending the meeting were Mark E. ('72) and
Pat Barber, Otho Loyd Barnard (' 42), Levonne R.
('50) and Hazel Idell (Miller) Carter ('51), W. D.
('37) and Lois (Troutman) Cole ('31), Irene D. Gullette ('29), Ann M. Hendrick ('54), Barbara L. Lamb
('54), Stephen H. Lyons ('66'67) and Randee Webster,
George Eclward McGough III ('70), Rod P. ('70) and
Betty Matre, Helen S. Mattison ('38), Kyle ('74) and
Roi.Jin Pierce, Mary Ploumis ('75), John J oseph ('68)
and Catherine Weldon, Kay (Washer) ('66) and Bill
Young.
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Tampa Bay
The Tampa Bay Area Alumni met at the home of
Dr. and Mrs. Jay (Ann McKee!) Ross ('x53) on
Friday March 25. Club President, Warrene Cannon
(BU'x50), who prepared the "feast" also presided
over the meeting.
Head Football Coach Jimmy Feix ('54) addressed
the group in an informal after-dinner setting.
Carolyn Mancinik ('72), who is an elementary
teacher in the Hillsboro County School System, was
elected president by the group.
Attending the meeting were Warrene Cannon,
Wayne ('74'76) and Quen Cumbee, BiH Day ('42),
Irene and Bill Delph ('52), Brent ('60) and Bill
Emrick Guy and Rebecca Forman ('29), Nelson
('49) a~d Pat Howe, Bob ('54) and Jane Lavoy ('50),
Carol Lynn ('50), Carolyn ('72) and Jeff Mancinik,
Amy ('66) and Harold Michael, Lee Robertson ('50''57) Joan ('68) and Mike Rodgers, Jay and Ann
Ros~ ('x53), Ed ('30) and Edith Stansbury, Bill
('57'67) and Jean Strawn, Freeman ('42) and Ann
Teuton, Jim Turner ('72), Brad Watson ('73), Ray
('48'59) and Jo Ann Weaver ('59) and Elvis and Mae
Westerfield.

North Florida
The North Florida Alumni Club met Saturday,
March 26, at the Hamilton County Country Club in
Jasper, Fla. President Jim Coe ('54'56) presided. The
group heard remarks from Head Football Coach
Jimmy Feix ('54) and Alumni Director Lee Robertson
('50'57). The club's newly-elected president is Leo
Nettles (BU '48).
Those in attendance were Deborah Ann ('74) and
Larry Jerry Bennett, Ellie R. Bradley ('39), James B.
('54'56) and Emily (Officer ) Coe (BU'50), Raymon
Allen ('51'54) and Helen (Lindsey) Gis h, Leo 0.
(BU'48) and Janet Nettles, Wade B. and Lillian ,J.
Norris and David A. Selin ('68).

MR. ROBERTSON is director of alumni affairs and
pl.acement services at Western and compiles the regular feature, Alumni Newsgrams.
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TOP LEFT: Poaing after the Central Florida meeting are (1-r) Bill Gouett,
Elizabeth Gosaett, Jim Sprinkle and Phyllia Sprinl<le. TOP RIGHT: Makins
preparation• for the Tampa Bay crowd are Warrene Cannon (left) and
liostesa Ann Roaa. ABOVE: Among the South Florida group were (1-r) Kay
Y ounir, Bill Y oun1r and George Edward McGough.

Western's East Tennessee Alumni Club met at the
Ramada Inn in Knoxville Saturday, April 30. President Jim Haynes presided, and the group heard remarks from Charlie Keown ('49), dean of student
affairs, Owen Lawson ('54'57), administrator of
physical plant and facilities management, and Lee
Robertson ('50'57) director of alumni and placement
affairs at Wes tern.
Those in attendance were Ralph F. ('64) and Nancy
(Pletcher) Allen, James K. and Peggy (Flanagan)
Baird ('63), Bill Joseph ('70) and Jamie (Carlyle)
Daly ('69'70), Bob M. and Dorothy (Brown) Dorr
('54), James Erwin ('67) and Susan (Graham) Fox
('67) , William "Bill" F. ('74) and Dottie (Hild)
Geoghegan ('69), Jim ('67) and Jan (Coates) Haynes
('65), Charles ('49) and Jewell Keown, Owen ('54'57)
and Mary (Moss) Lawson ('60), Lee ('50'57) and
Joyce (Bennett) Robertson ('65), Sarah (Alexander)
Sanders ('52), Melvin Taylor ('65),
33

East
Tenn.
Alums
Meet

I see faces that hold the promise of
becoming heroes for the next generation.
In short, I see educated people.
In the play, "Green Pastures," Noah
says to the Lord, "I ain't much, but I'm
aU I got." Well, you have an advantage
over Noah; you've got you and you've
got a college education.
I'd like to go back a moment to my
reference to heroes. The word "hero" is
derived from the Greek word hems
which meant "embodiment of composite
ideals." Much has been written about
the absence of heroes in our society today and the vacuum of leadership in
every field of achievement. Critics argue
that our sorrowful experience in Vietnam
dispelled the myth of military heroes,
that Richard Nixon's breach of faith
with the American people has relegated
politics to the lowest rung on the ladder
of public opinion and even -in sports, the
finanda1 demands and pouting of the
superstars have largely eliminated the
sport hero from our daily lives.
Joe McGinnis, in his book Heroes refers to the apparent lack of heroic figures
in our society today and writes, "the
truth is, we do not have heroes anymore
1because there are no heroic ~cts left to
be performed."
How tragic and how inaccurate! Of
course, there are heoric acts to be performed. Will not the man or woman who
rids our society of the dreaded disease
of cancer be a hero? Will not the political leader who can restore government
to a position of trust, humility, integrity
and responsiveness to the needs of all
people be regarded as a hero? So J.o ng
as our society has significant needs for
improvement and growth, there is a
role and a need for a hero.
As you truly begin a very important
part of your life today, I would challenge
each of you to renew your belief in
heroes and to recognize that this nation
will always need a Charles Lindbergh,
a Babe Ruth, a Neil Armstrong, and a
John Fitzgerald Kennedy, if its tradition
of extraordinary achievement is to be
maintined and enhanced.
Your life, like that of the fine univer•
sity that gave you the opportunity to
learn, can be richer, better, and nobler
than it has been. Today, both Western
Kentucky University and its spring graduating class of 1977 are on the threshold
of new beginnings. I am pleased and
grateful that I have had the opportunity
to participate in both . . . and I know
that this institution and its graduates will
fulfill all of the promise that these new
beginnings so hopefully offer.
Tiiank you.

dence in myself, and I felt for the first time that I
really could do something.
"Channel my energies was the way Dr. Miller put it,"
Napier said. "Well I did the play scared, but I actually
enjoyed it. Many years later, I received a t elegram fr0m
Dr. Miller on one of my opening nights, and it really
meant a lot."
Napier said when he got to Hollywood in 1967, he
literally was overwhelmed by its size. "I knew no one,
had no idea how you got into the movies or anything
else," he said. "I went to work driving trucks, parkmg
cars, washing dishes, just anything to get by.''
Napier said one night he was invited to a party to
sing some "authentic hillbilly songs," and in the process, he talked to a producer at Paramount. At the time,
the producer was doing research on a book and was
overjoyed to see someone from Kentucky.
"At that time, Night Comes to the Cumberlands was
being t alked up on the cocktail circuit, so I immediately
set myself up as one of its notorious products and
authoriti es," he said.
In 1968, Napier played minor roles in "Mission Impossible," "Star Trek," "Hogan's Heroes," "Mannix,"
"General Hospital," and did a Lucite Paint commercial.
Napier said he "was learning to act, or at least trying.
When you can't get what you want and you're hungry
enough, you take what's available."
The summer of 1969 found Napier starring with
Richard Egan and Sonny Liston in a film called
Moonfire.
Napier said that in the spring of 1972 he became
bored with the slow pace of his career, and he took
a job as a writer for Overdrive magazine. For the
next two years, he traveled throughout the United
States and Canada. T he job ended during the nationwide truck strike, and he found himself again unemployed.
In the spring of 1974, Napier drifted back to Hollywood and was "again sleeping in the back of my pickup
truck."
Napier said he was invited to a screening of a film
in the spring of the following year where he met one
of Hollywood's most powerful agents, Meyer Mishkin,
who told Napier t o call him the next day.
·with Mishkin behind him, Napier guest-starred in
episodes on six TV shows in 1975-"Kojak,'' "Baretta,"
"Starsky and Hutch," "Streets of San Francisco,"
"Rockford Files" and "The Rookies."
Napier said he has no illusions. He is "a type, a
heavy," but at the same t ime, he said his agent has
raised plenty of "uglies" to power-Charles Bronson,
James Coburn, Milburn Stone, Richard Dryfus, Strother
Martin and others. "It's an honor to be in that stable,"
Napier observed.
Na pier once wrote t hat the hardest thing about his
career was t he "loneliness." Many times, he said, he has
wanted to pack it all up and hit the road back to Kentucky.
Napier recently did return to Kentucky to visit with
his father, 89-year-old L. P. Napier. Then it was back
t o Hollywood for some more broadcast commercial work
for Tandy Corporation, making commercials for Radio
Shack to plug citizens-band radios.
But he'll be back. He and Ann hope to build a home
in Scottsville where they plan to live six months of the
year. The other six months will be spent in Hollywood
while Napier is making motion pictures. It sounds incredible, especially to Charles Napier.

Napier arrived in California in 1967, and he has been
"paying my dues since." It has been just in the last
year-and-a-half that he has been able to earn a living
in the motion picture and television industry without
working at outside jobs.
Last fall he did his first guest-starring r ole in the
hit NBC series-"Baa Baa Black Sheep." He also has
done his first full-length st arring r ole in a motion picture for NBC-Television-"The Busters."
Napier will continue to play the role of Maj. Red Buell
in "Baa Baa Black Sheep" next season, and he is cast
as the marshal of Seattle, Wash., in "The Busters," a
television pilot set in the 1890s.
At the same time, it hasn't been all peaches and
cream.
Napier said contrary to what mo.st people think, he
didn't come to Hollywood to become rich or famous.
He came to Hollywood because he said he "didn't fit
anyplace else.''

Charles Napier

A Star
on the Horizon
By JIM HIGHLAND

Band and Thunder and Lightning-He stopped in Kentucky to visit with his family and friends and returned
to the Wes tern campus he has not seen for many years.
Napier stars in Citizens-Band (rated G), with Paul
Le Mat and Candy Clark of American Graffiti fame.
The picture premiered May 18 in 1,000 theaters across
the United States.
Thunder and Lightning, starring Napier, Kate Jackson and David Carradine, premiered May 31 at Indianapolis, Ind., in conjunction with the "Indianapolis 500"
auto race.
Napier plays "Chrome Angel," a truck driver, in
Citizens-Band, which he described as a major motion
picture comedy. He said, for a change, "I got good
reviews.
"Truck drivers are not handsome guys," he said. "The
role is totally me, and I came across a lot better."
The movie has been called a technological love story,
focusing on the C-B craze which seems to satisfy some
sort of need for one-to-one communication.
Napier now is under exclusive contract to Paramount
and NBC-Television, and he said the studio sent him
across the country by car w.ith a citizens band radio.
He and his wife, the former Ann Hoffman ('x75) have
been talking on C-B with truckers as part of a major
promotional effort for the film.
But once his short vacation was completed in Kentucky, it was on to the nighttime television circuit and
the premieres to give an additional push to his motion
pictures.

In denim jeans, prison-blue shirt, yellow vest and
cowboy boots, Charles Napier is an overpowering figure.
He's 6-feet-l, and while he weighs only 185 pounds, he
could easily pass for a running back for the "Dallas
Cowboys."
Napier h as no more than a 26-inch waist, and his
legs are pencil-thin. But that's where slim ends and
mammoth begins. His shoulders erupt from his hips
into nothing less than a size 44-regular suit coat, but
he probably would never wear one.
His blond hair slightly graying, Napier's forehead is
lined with the wrinkles of a man strained by years of
struggle and work of the most difficult kind.
He has the face of a successful prizefighter, and like
Charles Bronson, just meeting him in a dark alley at
midnight would be enough to strike fear in the hearts
of strong men.
A native of Scottsville, Napier began his "studies" at
Western in 1957. His days on campus were characterized
by what even he would admit was "menacing" behavior.
In some respects, he hasn't changed. At 41, he has
mellowed, but now he is getting paid for "acting" the
way he did in college. He could be on the verge of
becoming a major motion picture star.
When Napier talks, people listen. Yet beneath the
trained voice which can change from almost silence to
the force of a raging blast furnace, there is a gentle
quality.
Napier was on a nationwide tour in April promoting
his latest two movies for Paramount Pictures-Citizens-
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ABOVE LEFT: Charles Napier and co-star Alix Elias are
pictured during the shooting of "Citizens Band." ABOVE: A
rest stop on an April tour to promote his latest movies found
Napier and his wife, Ann, visiting the Western campus and
Bill Leonard (right), WKU'a coordinator of theatre activities.

Marlon Brando once said he was an actor because he
wasn't trained to do anything else. "Well, I guess I
was trained to be a teacher, but I wasn't any good at it.
No reflection on "\iVestern. My heart just wasn't in it,''
Napier said.
Napier was graduated from Western in 1961, but
returned to the University in the s ummer of 1964 as a
graduate student to take a course in ceramics which
would qualify him to teach. He later taught art for a
short time at John F. Kennedy Junior High School in
Clearwater Beach, Fla.
Napi-er's first interest in theatre occurred during the
summer of 1964 when a friend invited him to watch a
rehearsal for a play.
Prof. Russell Miller, the whole faculty for the Western theatre program at that time, "didn't take kindly
to seeing me again," Napier said.
He said, "suddenly Russell asked me what the heck
I was doing in his pres-ence, and I blurted out that I
wanted to be in his play.
"Dr. Miller actually became my true friend. I mean
it," Napier said. "This man gave me some actual confi-
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Every Day Had Some Joy in It
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hours in library science then necessary for certification
as an elementary-school librarian.
She never quite finished a master's degree. "I had 30some hours," but she took "the things most helpful to
me at that school."
In F ebruary 1959 Mrs. Koon became librarian at St.
Matthews. Nearly all the libraries in elementary schools
in eastern Jefferson County were started by parents,
she said. "The only thing was they didn't stay in it and
I was one who did."
At that time elementary librarians had to serve three
schools. Then for five years Mrs. Koon divided her
time between Shryock and St. Matthews. In 19?5, \\'.h.en
the Southern Association of Colleges and Umvers1ties
evaluated elementary schools and required that they
have the services of a full-time librarian, she was able
to devote all her energies to St. Matthews.
About that same time elementary schools began moving into a media center concept. "I suppose there were
1,000 recordings when I left (St. Matthew~) last year,"
plus filmstrips, maps, globes and color prmts ...
In 1975 St. Matthews won an award from the Kentucky Audio Visual Association as the outstanding elementary-school media center in the state. That summer
Mrs. Koon taught workshops for teachers and librarians
from schools that were developing media centers ...
Mrs. Koon, a native of Henderson County, began
teaching when she was 18 and t aught in various cities
until she had young children.
She retired early to travel with her husband, John,
and to pursue interests she couldn't take part in while
working. Koon ('37) is executive secretary of the Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation, and in January the
couple went to Hawaii for the American Farm Bureau
Federation's convention.
This month they were scheduled to go to San Francisco for a Rotary International convention. "I have my
suitcase halfway packed all the time," said Mrs. Koon.
Then there are their children to visit-daughter Judith,
who lives in Burlington, N.C., with husband, Thomas
Bobo, and daughter, Sarah, and son John, his wife and
two sons, Austin and John, in Nashville, Tenn ....
Thinking over her years at St. Matthews, she said
that "every day had some joy in it. I never did come
home and feel I hadn't accomplished something."
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JOHN
KOON

By JOAN KAY

In 1955 as a parent volunteer at the brand-new St.
Matthews Elementary School, Eleanor Koon ('39) confronted a room marked "Library," which had no books,
no shelves, no tables.
Last July when she retired as the school's librarian,
she could proudly leave behind a four-room media center
filled with tapes, filmstrips and more than 11,000 books.
In between were many productive years in which
Mrs. Koon enjoyed introducing children to the joys _of
reading and also of learning through the many aud10visual aids available today.
"Education is not just pouring something into a child
but challenging him so he will look into himself and
keep on learning for a lifetime," said Mrs. Koon.
Recently the St. Matthews PTA surprised Mrs. Koon
with a special program in her honor, in~luding a skit
that detailed the development of the media center. One
of the thrills of the evening was the announcement that
henceforth the learning center would be called the
Eleanor Koon Media Center.
In 1955 libraries in Jefferson County elementary
schools were just beginning to develop, said Mrs. Koon.
"Anything done that year had to be done by the PTA."
She had some library training as an undergraduate at
Western Kentucky University and was in charge of the
library at a Warsaw high school while teaching English
there.
With a friend Helen Harting, as library co-chairman,
Mrs. Koon set about to build the resources at St. Matthews ...
After two years, because of the need to start a card
catalogue and to schedule children's visits, the library
"was beyond the point of volunteer help," said Mrs.
Koon. So she went to Spalding College to get the 15

©Copyrieht 1977, The co·urier-Journal.
Adapted with permission.

MISS KAY is a regular columnist for the Louisville
Courier-Journal whose column, "Speaking of People/'
is reprinted with permission.
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On the
Governor's
Staff
JACK SMITH

BILL SHORT

By DEBBIE DICKEY

Short oversees the Departments of Commerce, Energy,
Parks and of Fish and Wildlif e Resources, which work
toward economic development in Kentucky.
"My primary goal as development secretary is the
reorganization of the s~a~e's ~conomic de~elopment
machinery, using broad citizen rnput, to devise a systematic approach to development and long-range planning and goal setting to help guide the state's future
growth," Short said.
In addition to his position in the cabinet, Short serves
as Governor Carroll's alternate on the Appalachian
Regional Commission and is responsible for the program within the Commonwealth.
Since 1958 Short has been engaged in economic development. He served as assistant director of community development for the Ken!ucky Dep~rtment of
Economic Development and associate adm1mstrator of
urban renewal for Louisville before becoming director
of community development for Western Kentucky Gas
Company in 1963.
In 1965 he was honored by the American Gas Association for preparing the most outstanding area development program in the United States.
For six years Short served as manager of economic
development for the Louisville Area Chamber of Commerce. He became executive assistant to Julian M. Carroll in 1972.
He chairs the Kentucky Convention Center Board and
serves on a number of committees within the state and
mid-South region.

Western claims Ken Carroll as a student, but two
former Western students claim Ken Carroll's dad (Gov.
Julian M. Carroll) as their boss.
Jack Smith ('58) is Secretary of the Justice Cabinet
and Bill Short ('x58) is the secretary of the Development Cabinet.
Active in literary and historical organizations while
in -college, Smith earned his B.A. degree in English and
history/ political science. He studied law at Tulane and
r eceived his degree in 1964 from the University of
Kentucky Law School.
A member of the American Bar Association and the
American Judicature Society, the Lebanon, Ky., native
s erved one year (1964-65) as law clerk for the Kentucky
Court of Appeals.
During the following four years Smith was the second
youngest U.S. attorney ever appointed, serving as ass istant U.S. attorney for the western district of Kent ucky, headquartered in Louisville.
He moved to New Orleans in 1971 to serve with the
U.S. Department of Justice and worked for the Organized Crime and Racketeering Strike Force until he
returned to Louisville in 1972 to become director of the
Metro Narcotics Strike Force.
Smith served as chief judge of the Jefferson Quarterly
Court for 14 months and in April, 1975 he became
special counsel to U.S. Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston
on the Senate Select Committee investigating U.S. intelligence operations.
On December 16, 1975, he became secretary of the
Justice Cabinet and continues to return to his alma
mater for speaking engagements where he recently
addressed the Legal Area Studies Club.
Short became secretary of the Development Cabinet
in August 1975 and had served as an administrative assistant to Governor Carroll prior to that.

MISS DICKEY is an assistant professor of journalism
at Western and a contributing editor to Western Al-~mnus whose articles appear regularly in the magazine.
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('17)

('17)

('35 '46}

('x48}

('49)

1917 -19
CHARLES I. HENRY ('17), 2R6 S.
Seminary St., Madisonville, is a retired
vice president of Kentucky Bank a nd
Trust Co. in Madisonville. He is married
to the former Mildred Bennett ( '17).

1920-29
CL YDE RAY FRANKLIN ('24), Asheville, N. C., has been elected to members hip i n the International B iographical
Centre of Cambridge, England. The retired opthalmologist is also a recognized
authority on antiques, holding one of
the finest private antique collections in
the United States .
A. S. RUD OLPH ('24), 445 S. Reese,
Memphis, Tenn., is presently retired
and does repairwork on stringed instruments.
JOHN R. COOPER ('26), 4313 Leland
Lane, Nashville, Tenn., was incorrectly
identified as Thomas R. Cooper in a pict ure that appeared of t he Golden Anniversary class of 1926, p ublis hed in the
last issue of W estern Alumnus . The magazine regrets the error.
JOSEPHINE H. CHANDLER ('27),
909 S. First S., Champaign, Ill., is a
retired t eacher from the University of
Illinois in Urbana.

1930-39
CLAUDE H. BROWN ('32 BU,'36),
Route 6, Box 245, Pikeville, has retired
after 27 years as office manager and
accountant for Republic Steel Corp. He
is presently an instructor in mine supervision and vocational adviser at Pikeville College. He is a lso mine consultant
on personnal, Citizens Branch of Pikeville Advis ory Board, a vice president
and projects chairman for Farm Bureau,
and president of the University of Kentucky Agricultural Extension Board.
SAVA NNAH SUSAN ANDERSON ('35
'46), Science Hill, is retired after teaching fot· 49 years , t he last 24 years in
high school. She has served as secretary
of the Kentucky Council of Teachers of
English and secret ary of the Retired
Teachers Association of Pulaski County
and Middle Cumberland Association.
She belongs to the Association of Retired Teachers. She still serves as a

substitute teacher in the county and
high schools. Miss Anderson has taught
an adult Bible class in Sunday school
at the Science Hill Christian Church for
over 30 years.
LOTTIE T. POTTINGER ( '35), 1204
Larue Ave., Louisville, is a retired
teacher who is presently teachi ng in the
adult edu<'ation program i n Jefferson
Cou nty.
ALECK LOUIS DANNAWAY ('38),
Route 2, Box 59, Prince George, Va.,
is a retired federal employee. He was
previously an education specialist with
the federal government.
J . B. GALLOWAY ( '38 ), 427 N. Green
St., Glasgow, is electric utility manager for Farmers' Rural Elect ric in
Glasgow.
PAUL E. KERRICK ('39'52), 419 N.
Mantle Ave., Elizabethtown, is director
of pupil personnal at Elizabethtown
City Schools in Elizabethtown.

1940-49
LEONARD THOMAS BEAN (BU'40),
P.O. Box 368, E lizabethtown, is a semiretired publisher for the Bean Publishing Co., Elizabethtown.
JESSE M. BROWN ('40), Route 3, Box
240, Philpot, is a mortage loan officer
for Owensboro Federal Savings and
Loan Association in Owensboro.
PAULINE (JACKSON) DILLON ('41),
665 Hampton Road, Bowling Green, is
a retired government employee.
GERALDINE (GRAY) MURCHISON
('42), P.O. Box 9232, Daytona Beach,
Fla., is a physical therapist for Volusia
Eas ter Seal Center in Daytona Beach.
AMPS P . YOUNG ('43), 2408 S. B elmont, Ashland, is a Jab supervisor for
Novamont Corp. in Kenova, W.Va.
KATHLEEN DILLON BLANKENSHIP
('44), 6025 Frontier Drive, Springfield,
Va.. is food services manager for the
Fairfax County School Board in Springfield.
LUCILE (BRISCOE) BARNETT ('46),
Route 4, Box 246, Henderson, has r etired after teaching school in Hendson
County over 31 years. Mrs. Barnett
taught in both elementary a nd high
schools. She is a member of Delta Kappa
Gamma.
EDWIN N. STEEN ('47'52), 3 Marshall
St., Gamaliel, has retired as of Januar y.
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Prior to retirement, Steen taugh t two
rural schools in Barren County, spent
five years in the Army during World
War II, served as principal of Gamaliel
High School for 25 years and was curriculum director of Monroe County
schools for five years.
RALPH L. DUVAL ('48), 3002 Brandemere Drive, Tallahassee, Fla., is a salesman for Nabisco, I nc. in Florida.
JACK D. MILLER ('x48), 618 Hanover
Drive, New W hiteland, Ind., is a fifth
grade teacher at Clinton Young- Elementary School in the Metropolitan
School District of Perry Township located in Indianapolis, Ind., where he has
taught since 1957.
ROBERT R. ALTICE (BU '49), 100-i
Ivanhoe Road, Tallahassee, Fla., is
bu reau chief for the Division of Retirement of the state of Florida, T allahassee. He is married to the former Norma
Lewis (BU ' 47).
WILLIA M "HAMP" BAXTER ('49),
Apt . 1, Cherokee Drive, Campbellsville,
is executive vice president for Union
Underwear Co. in Campbellsville.
ROBERT N . CURRY ( '49) , 1920 Lewis
Lane, Owensboro, is manager of measurement for Texas Gas T ransmission
Corp. in Owensboro.
THOMAS G. ENGLAND ('49), 426
N . Main St., Slipper Rock, Penn., is a
professor of accounting at Slippery Rock
State College. Dr. England is also a
certified public accountant.
J . TUTT SNODGRASS JR. (BU '49),
4412 Norman Circle, Louisville, is presently office manager for Amick and
Helm GPA in Louisville.

1950-59
W I LLIAM 0. CAMERON ('50), 118
Jones Drive, Dunn, N. C., is dean of
instruction at Fayetteville Technical
Institute in Fayett eville, N. C.
MARTHA (CRADY) COLLETT ('50),
10900 Lower R iver Road, Valley Station,
is a teacher at Frost Middle School for
the J efferson County Board of Education in Louisville.
BARBARA ANN (RI VERS) FORD
('50), 214 Auburn Ave., Somerset, is a
teacher for Pulaski Coun ty Schools in
Somerset.
MYRTLE M. (SHAKE) WHEELEH
('51), 2110 Middle Lane, Louisville, re-

ENNIS
(BN'57)
tired in 1975 after 43 years of teaching.
At the time of her retirement, she was
teaching at Mill Creek Elementary
School. She also taught in Bullitt a nd
Jefferson Counties.
JERRY C. BISHOP ('55), Regional
Road, Annandale, N. J., has been appointed vice president for operations for
Allied Chemical Corporation's Nuclear
Services D ivision. Bishop will be responsible for the management of the company's uranium hexa-fluoride business
in Metropolis, Ill., as well as reprocessing activities at I daho National Engineering Laboratory, Idaho Falls. Bishop j oined Allied Chemical in 1959 as
an analytical chemist at the Metropolis
plant. He later served as t echnical supervisor there and assistant technical supervisor at Allied Chemical's Claymont
(Delaware) facili t y. In 1969, he became
manager of the Metropolis plant. He was
named manager of production for the
Specialty Chemicals Division in 1973.
His most recent position was directoroperations for the Nuclear Services Division. Prior to joining Allied Chemical
he was a pilot in the U. S. Air Force.
DONALD BELL ('56), 12537 Parkvilla
Ave., Baton Rouge, La., is vice president
for Goudchaux's in Baton R ouge.
RODES ENNI S (BU '57), 1210 Carl
Seyfert Memorial Drive, Brentwood,
Tenn., has been elected a corporate vice
president, director of the Operations
Services Group, fot· Genesco, Inc. The
group consists of corporate insurance,
credit, general services, managemen t
information services, real estate t ransportation and manufacturing research.
Ennis joined Genesco in 1957 and held
several positions in t he auditing and
general accounting area through 1964.
He was the manager for eastern accounting control in New York until 1966
when he was promoted to director of
management information services in
Nashville. He is married to the former
Ann Cox (BU '56) .
HELEN (SANDIDGE) UNDERWOOD
('57) , P. 0. Box 44, Shepherdsville, is
director of school food services for Bullitt County Board of Education in
Shepher dsville.
MAJ. ROBERT 0. ('58'66) and MARTHA (GLOVER) BOYLE ('59), 1432
Marycrest W., Owensboro. · He is with
the Army Reserve program working as
a staff training advisor to the brigade
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commander. Boyle began working as a
Depar tment of Army Civilian in 1965.
Prior to his present position he was an
industrial arts instructor in the Owensboro school system. She is a home economjcs teacher at Estes Middle School in
Owensboro. She has completed approximat ely 18 years in the teaching profess ion. She is also involved with the adult
education program in Owensboro.
ROBERT MAURICE DALE ('59), 1651
Mentor Ave., Apt. 3505, Painesville,
Ohio, is currently employed with General
E lectric Co. in Cleveland.
RON W. MOHLER . ('59), 8333 Post
Road, Allison Park, Penn., has been
named d istrict manager, stores, for the
General Tire & Rubber Co., Atlanta District. He joined General T ire in 1968
and has held a number of sales posts
during his tenure, the most recent as
Akron district manager.

1960-69
F. DONALD ('60'65) AND CHARLOT TE (SEAY) ANDERSON ('x60) 717
Samuel, Taylorville, Ill. He is te~cher
and coach at Taylorville High School
in Taylorville and is also in real estate
sales. She is a disability claims examiner.
DONALD K. KENADY ('60), Route 1,
Maceo, is an engineer with General
Electric Co. in Owensboro.
RUSSELL B. ESTES ('61) , Route 1,
Box 41, Edmonton, is currently a realtor
with Estes Realty and Auction Co., Inc.
in Edmonton.
MARTHA ALlCE (HEAD) EVANS
('61'69), 2613 Smallhouse Road, Bowling
Green, is presently a mathematics teachei· at Warren Central High School in
Bowling Green.
PHIL ALLAN BERTRAM ('62), 505
Hastings ,vay, Campbellsville, is an
attorney with Faulkner and Bertram in
Crimnbellsville.
DON L. BRANTLEY ('63'66), Sun Co.
Inc., 15th Floor, 1608 Walnut St. Philadelphia, Penn., has recently been promoted to assistant to the general manager of wholesale marketing for Sun Oil
Co.
LARRY F. DYKES ('63'64), . 3212
Breckenwood Drive, Lexington, has been
appointed as personnel manager for
the new Hyatt Regency Lexington
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Hotel in Lexington. Dykes will serve on
the seven-member execut ive committee
for the Hyatt Regency Lexington. Prior
to his new position, Dykes was dean of
admissions at Transylvania University
and before that a director of admissions
at the University of Kentucky. His professi_onal activities include serving as
president of the Kentucky Association
for the Promotion of College Admissions, and as treasurer, president and a
member of the board of directors of
the Kentucky Personnel and Guidance
Association. He is also a member of the
Kentucky Education Association and a
member of the statistical crew for the
University of Kentucky basketball t eam.
Maj. EVAN PARROTT ( '63), 3655 Gas
Light Curve, Montgomery, Ala., will be
assigned to the Joint Strategic Target
Planning Staff, Offut AFB, Neb., followin g graduat ion from the Air Command and Staff College, Maxwell AFB,
Ala., in J une, 1977.
DONNA M. BROWN ('65), Park Terrace Apts., F-30, Marion, Va., is a
librarian for Virginia State Library in
Marion.
JOYCE (OLIVER) RASDALL ( '65) ,
P. 0. Box 206, Smiths Grove, is assistant
professor of housing and household
equipment at Western. She was chairman of the annual meeting of the college educators in home equipment held
in Louisville last October 6-7. Dr. Rasdall's coordinat ion included a rranging
pre-convention
and
post-convention
meetings at G.E. Appliance Park in
Louisville and with the Association of
Home Appliance Manufacturers in
Chicago.
CHARLES C. ( '65'72) AND RUBY
( LOCKHART)
RHODES
('61'67),
Route 2, Box 25-A, Bardstown. H e is
industrial coordinator for the State Vocational School in Elizabethtown. She
is a teacher at Bardstown Elementary
Scho~.
.
E. AUSTIN FISHER ('67), 24391
R idgeline, Bedford Heights, Ohio, has
recently been promoted to senior salesman for Package Products Co., Inc,, a
division of E ngraph, Inc., of Charlotte,
N. C. Fisher opened the sales office in
Cleveland in 1969, for northeastern
Ohio and western Pennsylvania.

-a,
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MARGARET L. BROCKMAN ('68), 30
Lorenzo St., Torrington, Conn., is an
elementary teacher at North Canaan
Elementary School in Canaan, Conn.
RALPH MOULDER ('68), Route 5, Box
76, Milton, F la., is employed by the
Florida Probation and Parole Commission in Pensacola. In 1973 he became the youngest regional coordinator
in the state. He recently became area
supervisor for the Department of Offender Rehab ilitation which serves four
counties in Northwest Florida. For the
past four years, Moulder has been president of the Florida State Employees
Credit Union. He is married to the
former Suzanne Davis ('x67) who recently graduated magna cum laude with
a B.A. degree in political science and
economics from the University of West
Florida in Pensacola.
LUCILE (MEREDITH) SMITH ('68),
3900 Bigelow, Jeffersontown, is currently teaching learning- d isabilities at
Alexander R. Kennedy Elementary
School in Jeffersontown.
\VILLIAM
THOMAS
MITCHELL
( 'x68), 2824 Nile Road, Chattanooga,
Tenn., has been named product Development engineer at Barry of Chattanooga, a manufacturer of coordinates
for women's lounge wear.
Capt. SAMUEL K. BYERS ('69), 1233
Cooper Ave., Louisville, has received the
Air Force Commendation Medal at Kirtland AFB, N. M. Byers, an instructor
pilot, was cited for meritorious service
at Kadena AB, Japan. Now assigned at
Kirtland, he serves with a unit of the
Military Airlift Command.
MARTHA JANE (HALE) JONES
('69), Route 3, Bowling Green, has recently been promoted to the position of
assistant field office manager in the
Bowling Green office of the Mammoth
Cave Production Credit Association.
She has been with the local PCA for
six years.
HAROLD W. MADDEN ('69) , 3918
Captain Ave., Atlanta, Ga., a sales
representative in Atlanta for the Johnson & Johnson Dental Products Co., has
been honored for outstanding sales
achievement. Madden was among winners of the President's Trophy, pre-
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sented at a recent awards banquet held
by the company in New York City.
The award is given to a salesperson in
each d ivision for outstanding performance, creativity, leadership, initiative
and team cooperation.
DONALD SHERROD ('69), 5912 New
Hope Ct., Hermitage, Tenn., has been
named manager of central services for
the Cokesbury Central Offices, a division of the United Methodist Publishing House in Nashville, Tenn. He was
previously employed by Sears, Roebuck
and Co. in Augusta, Ga. Sherrod is
married to the former EMILY ALLEN
('x69) and they have one daughter.
JEFF ('69) and ANITA (CROMER)
TRULLI NGER ('71), 710 Youngs Road,
Phillipsburg, N. J. He is d ivision manager of training and development for
RCA in Somerville. She teaches sixth
grade at Long Valley Middle School in
Long Valley. She has been with the
school system for approximately 4
years.

1970-77
MAURICE L. DENTON ('70), Route
One, Crestwood, has been promoted to
assistant vice president-public relations
and advertising for the Federal Land
Bank. As part of the promotion, Denton
will be assuming additional responsibilities in the area of member relations for
the Bank and its 73 affiliated offices in
Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio and Tennessee.
Denton has been with the Land Bank
since 1972. He currently serves as
educational relations liaison chairman
for the Bluegrass Chapter of PRSA
and adviser to the Kelly Thompson
Chapter of PRSSA at Western.
MARGUERITE "MARGA" (GRIFFIN)
GUIDE ('70), 45 Marshall St., Revere,
Mass., is presently working part-time in
her husband's real estate office and
taking care of her daughter. She was
formerly a sixth grade teacher in
Callahan, Fla., and has done some substituting in Massachusetts school systems.
CHARLANN (WHITTEN)
HORAN
('70), 2302 Janlyn Road, Jeffersontown, is a home economics teacher at
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Shawnee Junior High School in J efferson County. Mrs. Horan is the JCTA
representative from Shawnee Junior
High. She is also serving her second
term as an elected trustee for the City
of Forest Hills, Ky. She is working on
her master's in counseling from Western.
JOHNNY A.
( '70)
and KAREN
(INGRAM) MILLER ('73), 2111-B
Rock Creek Drive, Bowling Green. He
is program coordinator for the Department of Human Resources. She is a
teacher in the Warren County School
System.
ELLEN (PARKER) O'SHAUGHNESSY
('70), 4049 Oriole St., Daytona Beach,
Fla., is currently teaching humanities
at Daytona Community College in Daytona Beach. She has taught at Daytona
Community College for approximately
five years. Mrs. O'Shaughnessy is very
active in the Women's Centers at Daytona and she has helped organize and
serves on the board of the centers. She
a lso received an "Outstanding Young
\Voman of America" award, and was
invited to join Alpha Delta Kappa, an
honorary society for women in the
educational profession. The O'Shaughnessy's are expecting their f irst child in
November.
GARY LEE BEST ('71), 157 H
Mall Apts., 2702 Industrial Drive,
Bowling Green, is the owner of a retail
pet shop, Canine Coiffure, Inc., in
Bowling Green. He is married to the
former CHERYL LEDERER ('x74).
DANIEL I. CAREY ( '71), 240 Lexington Ave., Lexington, has joined t he
staff of R. W . Booker and Associates,
Inc., as chief hydrologist. He was previously employed by the U. S. Department of Agriculture in research services.
Dr. Carey received his Ph. D. degree
from the University of Kentucky.
TIMOTHY JON CARTER ( '71), 203
Hampton Court, Blacksburg, Va., is an
assistant professor at Virginia Polytechnic Institute. He completed his dissertation for his doctoral degree in
April.
CAPT. T ERRY CORNELIUS('71), 8401
Gloxinia Drive, Louisville, has graduated from the Defense Information
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School's information officer course at
Ft. Benjamin Harrison, Ind. T he school
provides training in the principles and
techniques of U. S. military information
activities. Cornelius is being assigned to
Nashville, Tenn., for duty with a U. S.
Air Force recruiting detachment . He is
married to the former SAUNDRA
KAYE LONG ('71).
SHIRLEY A. HASSELL ('71) , 1041
Springhill Road, Terre Haute, Ind., has
recently been made coordinator of the
nursing and medical technol ogy program at Indiana Stat e University in
Terre Haute. She joined the faculty
of Indiana State upon completion of
her degree at Western.
LILA E. (HEIWIG) KIESER ('71),
319 Mercer Drive, Elizabethtown is
assistant director of student service~ at
University of Kentucky Elizabethtown
Community College in Elizabethtown.
ROBERT DALE WILLIAMS ('71)
Southern Weed Science Lab Stoneville'
Miss.·, has recently been n'amed chief
plant physiologist at the U. S. Department of Agriculture's Weed Science
Lab in Stoneville. Dr. Williams completed his Ph. D. at Purdue University.
WILLIAM DAVID ('72) and BETTY
(MOUNT)
BERGER ( ' 71), 10510
Lawrencekirk Court,, Louisville. He is
a certified public accountant. She is
head of the word processing center at
the First National Bank in Louisville.
ROBERT GADDIS ('72), Ryan Hill,
Route 1, Central City, is band director
at Central City High School. He was
recently recognized for achievement
in music education by being presented
Kentucky's first "Outstanding Young
Bandmasters Award" by the state chapter ~f Phi Bet_a Mu National Honorary
Music Fratermty. The award, honoring
a young band director with five years
or less teaching experience, was presented at the Kentucky Music Educators Association State Convention in
conjunction with the All-State Band
Concert March 12 at Lexington. Gaddis
gradnat.Pd magna cum laude from Western. He is married to the former ANNA
JEANNE BERRY ('72).

CA RE.Y
('71)

L ARRY ('72) and GERI (YATES)
HAHN ('69) , Route 1, Rockfield. He
is a chemist with the Lenck Co. in
Franklin. She teaches part time for the
department of communications and
theatre at Western. She was named the
1974 Speech Teacher of the Year in
Kentucky high schools.
WILLIAM MABREY ('72), Holidav
Inn, 333 Rio Concho Drive, San Angelo, Tex., has been transferred from
the Murfreesboro Holiday I nn to the
Holiday I nn at San Angeb. Tex. Mabrey is an innkeeper for Topeka Inn
Management, Inc.
TERRY L. MARSH ('72), Route 3,
Lafayette, Tenn.., received h is master
of education degree in educational administration and supervision from
Louisiana State University in 1975. He
presently is doing postgraduate work
at Tennessee Technological University
and for the past two years has taught
sixth grade reading at Central Elementary in Lafayette.
EDDIE WILLS JR. ('72), 4343 N. Gilwood Drive, Stow, Ohio, has recently
been awarded the doctor of medicine
degree from the University of Kentucky. Dr. Wills has begun a pediatric
residency at the Children's Hospital
Medical Center in Akron, Ohio. He is
married to the former MARY ALLEN
('72).
CAROLYN SUE BERKLEY ('73), LTS
631 South Limestone St., Lexington,
is bookkeeper and mag card operator
for the Lexington Theological Seminary
in Lexington.
MALCOLM DWIGHT KOY
('73),
1139% Fourth St., New Orleans, La., is
a tax specialist with Lykes Corp. in New
Orleans. He is married to the former
Allison Kelley ( 'x73).
ROBERT P ATRICK "RICK" ('73) and
TERESA (PARR) MARKLE ('x73),
7683 Boston-Colden Road, Boston, N.Y.
He has recently been transferred from
Betz Laboratories in Lima, Ohio to their
offices in Buffalo, N .Y. He is ar{ account
manager with the firm. She has accepted a position with Ford Motor Co. in
Buffalo.
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EILEEN MONAGHAN ('73), 87-C
Laurel Drive, Maple Shade, N .J ., is a
public relations representative for American Standard, Inc., in Pennsauken, N.J.
DON CARLOS OFFUTT ( '73) , 3657
King Arth ur Drive, Lexington, is now
being called the "glue man" for the Lexington (Ky.) Transit Authority. He has
been named the authority's first administrative assistant. H is duties will include
serving as a liaison between the authority and the management company of
LexTran, a publicly owned bus company.
Offutt previously worked as assistant
director of t he Model Neil!'hborhood Employment Service in Bowling Green and
was the career development coordinator
for the Department of Development in
Columbus, Ohio. He has worked at various administrative posts at the University of Kentucky where he attended law
school for t wo years. Offutt received a
master's in public administration from
Kentuck y State University.
SUSAN G. STUEBING ('73'75), 104
Princess St., Alexandria, Va., is scheduling secretary to Congressman Clarence
J . Brown in Washington, D.C.
BRAD WAT SON ('73), Quality Inn
Central, 1190 N . Courthouse Road, Arlington, Va., is a professional football
player with the Tampa Bay Buccaneers.
1ST LT. JAMES WILLIAM WRIGHT
('73), 712 Magnolia Ave., Bowling
Green, was a member of a naval task
group which visited Mombasa, Kenya,
fot· the 13th anniversary of Kenyan independence. Lt. Wright is serving as a
member of Marine Medium Helicopter
Squadron (HHH) -264, based at the
Marine Corps' New River Air Station
in Jacksonville, N.C. His squadron is
currently embarked aboard the amphibious assault ship USS Guam.
BONNI E L. BROOKS ('74), 844 River
Crest Court, Apt. 25, Louisville, is a
regional monitor for the state Division
of Unemployment I nsurance, Department for Human Resources. She has
been doing cost analysis studies on unemployment insurance, working as a consultant in Nashville, Tenn. and Atlanta,
Ga. She was formerly with the Department of Labor in Frankfort. While a
student at Western, Miss Brooks was a

LEE ANN CARNALL ('76), 1336 Center St., Bowling Green, is presently
employed as personal adjustment counselor at the Exceptional Industries
workshop for trainable and educable
mentally handicapped adults. She
teaches survival skills and has organized a track and basketball team. Miss
Carnall has been in this position for
approximately one year.
,JONATHAN L. CARTER ('76), P. O.
Box 458, Springvale, Maine, has been
appointed to the local warrant committee in Sanford, Maine. The warrant
committee is the legislative body
charged with budgeting and appropriations for municipal departments. He
also serves on that state law enforcement council in Maine.
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student assistant in the Office of Public
Affairs and Public Relations.
BARBARA BERNICE BUSSE ('74),
201 S. Main, Deerfield, Wisc., is employed by the state of Wiscons in in the
De partment of Local Affairs and Development. She is a planner in the Bureau of Regional Planning and Community Assistance.
CRAIG CLAYTON ('74), 703 Springmont, Hopkinsville, is assistant football
coach at Christian County High School
in Hopkinsville.
MAJ. ROBERT WILLIAM COBURN
(' 7 4), 4 6-311 Kauhaa Place, Kaneohe,,
Hawaii is stationed at Hickam Air
Force Base. His present position relates
to safety operations in the Pacific area.
GAIL A. DeVINE ('74'76), H2 Village
Green Apts., Bowling Green, is school
librarian for the Allen County Middle
School in Scottsville.

JOHNSON
('75)

ment and working on his M.A. degree at
Western. Aune is also co-chairman for
the Kentucky State Special Olympics
which was hosted by Western, June 3-5.
WILLIAM FRANKLIN ('75'76) and
DEBRA KAY (FROST) CATES JR.
('76), 1675 Chestnut St., Bowling Gre_en.
He is band director at Auburn High
School in Auburn. She is presently a
clerk at Castner Knott.
DAVID ARTHUR CAVANAUGH JR.
('75) , 919 Park St., Bowling Green, is
a sales engineer with I mperial Fabricating Co. located in Portland, Tenn.
NANCY LEE CAWRSE ('75), 2937 E.
Erie Ave., Loraine, Ohio, has won her
wings and is now a flight attend;1.nt with
Delta Air Lines. She completed the fourweek course at Delta's Training School
at the Hartsfield Atlanta International
Airport.

DEBBIE SMITH GRAY ('74), Box 28,
Hardinsburg, is a registered nurse at
Breckinridge County Memorial Hospital
in Hardinsburg.

DONALD F. COLOMBERO ('75), 109
Honeysuckle Terrace, Fairport, N.Y., is
a sales administrator for Harris Corp.,
RF Communication Division, in Rochester.

MARK and CAROL (RINSCH) MISCHLER ( '74). 18 Sugarland Road,
\Vashington, Ind. He is a social work~r
with the Indiana Department of Pubhc
Welfare in Washington, Ind. She is a
first grade elementary teacher with the
Washington Community School System.

JANE DALTON ('75'76), Annville I nstitute, Annville, is presently teaching
home economics and vocational food service at Annville Institute High School,
a private school sponsored by the Reformed Church of America.

DOUGLAS GLEN RIGNEY ('74), Bogle
Trailer Park, No. 120, Bowling Green, is
personnel manager for Corco, Inc. in
Bowling Green.
SARAH VERNA SMITH ('74), 527
Laketower Drive, Apt. 133, Lexington, is
a researcher with the Kentucky Association of Counties in Frankfort.
JUNE A. TYLER ('74), Kitzingen
American School, Box 373, APO, N.Y.,
r ecently received an appointment from
the Department of Defense to ~each at
Kitzingen American School, K1tzengen,
Germany.
MIKE AUNE ('75), 23 Northbrook
Park, Bowling Green, is employed with
the Rowling Green Recreation Depart-

ARLENE GAY FERGUSON ('75), 129
Harrison Ave., Mt. Sterling, has been
promoted to merchandiser for the Ft.
Henry Mall J. C. Penney store locat~d
at Kingsport, Tenn. She has been with
J. C. Penney since 1972, when she joined the firm as a parttime sales associate in the Penney store at Mt. Sterling. She was a management trainee in
the firm's older Kingsport store before
being promoted to the new Ft. Henry
Mall store.
DANA CLARK ('75) and CANDANCE
(COX) GREENE ('74), P.O. Box 2:>3,
Middlesboro. He is an accountant with
Dooley and Greene in Middlesbo~o ai:id
she is interior designer for Sherwm Williams Co. in Middlesboro.
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FRANCIS MICHAEL HAYDON ('75),
120 Booker Road, Springfield, Ky., is
presently a public administration specialist for Buffalo Trace Area Development District, I nc. in Maysville. The
firm is serving the counties of Bracken,
Fleming, Lewis, Mason and Robertson.
l\HKE HELD ('75), 6 Arcadia Lane,
Lakeside Park, received a research fellowship to work on a Ph.D. in ~otan,Y
at Ohio University in Athens, Ohio. His
thesis research has recently been published in the K entucky .Journal of the
Academy of Science. Reid's doctoral
research involves a study of the American beech tree and includes selected
habitat investigations in the southeastern United States.
DAVID L. HOCKER ('75), 603 Northf ield Blvd., Apt. N-3, Murfr~esboro,
Tenn., is an insurance underwnter for
State Farm Insurance Co. in Murfreesboro.
WENDA D. JOHNSON ('75), 1509
Benson, Bowling Green, is in th~ process of completing her doctorate m eleme ntary physical educ,a tion at Indi~na
University. Her expected completion
date is August.
BETTY P. LILES ('75'77), Lot 27,
Lazy Acres, Bowling Green, is a graduate teaching assistant in the department of Business Education and Office
Administration at Western Kentucky
University. She is a certified professional secretary and was secretary of
the year in Bowling Green in 1974. She
is a member of Pi Omega Pi honorary
business fraternity.
HENRY CLAY PIPPIN ('75), 2101
Stephens Ave., Apt. H, Ashland, is an
accountant for Kelley, Galloway and Co.
He is married to the former Rebecca
Gail Tabor ('76).
MARGARET JONES RASCHE ('75),
110 Glenwood Drive, Paducah, is a bookkeeper with Rasche Cycle Co. in Paducah.
CAPT. KEITH SKILES ('75), Box 872,
Albrook Canal Zone, has just begun a
three-year tour of duty in the Panama
Canal Zone with the 193rd Infantry
Brigade. Skiles was f ormerly an assistant professor of ROTC at Western.

CARNALL
('76)

DOUGLAS FRANKLIN WILLIAMS
('75) , Route 2, Owensboro, is an electrical salesman with Owensboro Electric
Supply in Owensboro.
PETER JOHN WINNICKI ('75), Box
2187 Fredriksted, St. Croix, U.S. V.I.,
is program director and teacher at St.
Croix Central High School at Kings Hill,
St. Croix, U.S. V.I.
GREG BARNARD ('76), 416 Wesleyan
Place, Owensboro, is employed in persona
nel at Modern Welding Co. in Owensboro.
CAROLYN BURTON BENNETT ('76),
1374 Snooty Fox Chase, Atlanta, Ga., is
manager of women's sportswear at J. P.
Allen's Department Store in Atlanta.
WILLIAM DAVID BENNETT ('76)·,
4053 Lisa Ave., Louisville, is now teaching eighth g rade science and social studies at St. James School in Louisville.
He also coaches foot ball at Bishop David
High School in Louisville.
SURESH C. BHATNAGAR ('76), 903
Redbud Hill, Bloomington, Ind., is working toward his Ed.D. at Indiana University in Bloomington. He entered Indiana University in January of 1977.
WENDELL LEE BRATCHER ('76),
3231 Poplar View Drive, Louisville, is
presently teaching sixth grade at
Georgetown Element ary School in
Georgetown, Ind., and is also head basketball coach. In addition, he owns and
operates Wendell's EZ Ceramics Studio
where he teaches on Tuesday and
Thursday nights. Bratcher's plans for
the summer include beirig a counselor
at the Florida College summer camps.
He has worked three summers previously on the campus of Florida College in
Temple Terrace, Fla.
KATIE BULL ('76), 1455 Kentucky St.,
Apt. 1, Bowling Green, has recently joined the data processing department of
,Tames R. Meany & Associates, Bowling
Green.
MARGARET (RINGLAND) CAMERON ('76), is at the Vanderbilt Hospital doing research in biochemistry.
Mrs. Cameron was a teaching assistant
in the department of bi-ology at Western for two years.

REBECCA ANN "BECKY" CLEMENTS ('76), 1374 Snooty Fox Chase,
Atlanta, Ga., is manager of the children's
department at J. P. Allen's Department
Store in Atlanta.
MICHAEL C. DALE ('76), 1029 Shive
Lane, Apt. K-1, Bowling Green, is staff
assistant in the Personnel Services Department at Wes tern.
He recently
completed over three years' service as
a personnel officer at Ft. Campbell,
Ky. •Dale attained the rank of captain
and was awarded the Mertiorious Service Medal upon completion of h;s active duty, in the U. S. Army.
JOE DECULA ,( '76), P.O. Box 100,
Court House Annex, Albany, Ore., has
recently accepted a position with the
Linn Community Service in Albany. His
new position involves working with various types of handicaps.
HUGH SHERIDAN EMBRY ('76) ,
5515 Hames Trace, Apt. 517, Louisville,
is an account executive with Phillips Advertising Agency in Louisville.
GARY D.
('71'76)
and BETTY
(WOODS) FOX ('70), 212 Ballard St.,
Carl Junction, Mo. He is working with
Good N ews Productions in Joplin. The
company sends aids and materials to
foreign missions. She is a homemaker
and mother of two.
MELINDA ANNE FREVILLE ('76),
2570 Murfreesboro Road, Apt. D-11,
Nashville,, Tenn., has recently completed a six-month management training program with the Kroger Co. and
has been promoted to comanager of a
Kroger store in Brentwood.
BEVERLY J. GALLOWAY ('76),Route
3, Box 232, Smiths Grove, is presently
employed by Sherwin Williams Co. in
Bowling Green as a decorator consultant.
Miss Galloway has ambitions to open an
interior design firm or an arts and
crafts shop someday.
SARA REBECCA "BECKY" GREEN
('76), 1374 Snooty Fox Chase, Atlanta,
Ga., is a teller at Trust Co. of Georgia.
ROBERT F. and MELINDA (SEARS)
HARE ( '76), Box 34483, Ft. Buchanon,
Puerto Rico. He is band and choral director at Antilles High School in Ft. Buchanon. She is a music teacher at Antilles
Middle School.
T ERI (MATTESON) HURST ('76),
Apt. 2G, 2001 Rock Creek Drive, Bowling Green, is presently employed by the
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Park City Daily N ew.s in Bowling Green
in the position of area editor.
ESTHER LYNN KRAGER ('76), 739-N
Hite, Apt. 5, Louisville, is a color and
design consultant for the Porter Paint
Co. in Clarksville, Ind,
JOHN LEATHERS ('76), 517 Glen Lily
Road, Bowling Green, has been appointed a sales representative for Metropolitan Life in the Bowling Green area.
STANLEY CURTIS McDIVITT ('76),
2330 Zev Court, Owensboro, is an environmentalist with Green River District
Health Center in Owensboro.
TIMOTHY MILLETT ('76), 5024 Ebersole Drive, Erie, Penn., has landed a
part in the Broadway revival of the
Lerner and Lowe musical "My Fair
Lady." Millett was one of five selected
from some 70 people who auditioned. He
has been dancing, singing and acting
since he was 14. The musical is scheduled to run at the Lynn Fontaine Theater and after that will go on national
tour. Millett probably will be dancing
with the company in the Covent Garden
and popular embassy scenes in "My Fair
Lady." Previously he worked at a dinner
theater in Boston, appearing in Agnes
DeMille's "Oklahoma" and in "Chateau
De Ville."
KAREN (POLSGROVE) MUNSON
('76), 607 E . 10th St., Bowling Green, is
a legal secretary for Jerry F. Safford,
Attorney, in Bowling Green.
PAUL M. and BEVERLY (NORRIS)
NATION ('76), Hoskins 5-F, Escondido
Village, Standford, Calif. He is a first
year student at Standford Law School
in Calif. She is an engineer for Pacific
Bell Telephone Co.
WILLIAM GEORGE FABIAN ('76),
3828 Carleton Drive, Lexington, is an
engineer wit h Kentucky Utilities in Lexington.
PATRICIA B. RICHARDSON ('76),
Route 13, Box 269, Willoughby Lane,
Bowling Green, is working on her
master's degree in secondary counseling
education at Western. She is working
as a graduate assistant in the Center
for Career and Vocational Teacher
Education at Western.
DAVID PATRICK ('76) and BARBARA (DUVALL) SCOTT ( '73'76),
700 S. Story, Apt. 2024, Irving, Tex. He
is presently a field auditor for the Yales,
Corp. of Dallas, Tex. She teaches second
grade in the Irving Independent School
District.
SHARON (CLINE) THOMPSON ('76),
27 Riverbend Trailer Park, Hopkinsville, is a laboratory techni~ian for the
Animal Diagnostic Lab in Hopkinsville.

MRS. MILLER is a contributing
editor to Western Alumnus. She
regul,arly compiles information for
both "Alumni Notes" and "In Memoriam" and is office manager fo1·
the Office of Alumni Affairs.

}!ARIE (GLASSCOCK) BOONE _('~5),
72 1181 Berkeley Square, Lou1sv11le,
di~d September 11 in Louisville after
a n illness of severnl months. She was a
retired school teacher, who taught for
42 years 30 of those years a t Southern
High School in J efferson C'?unty, where
she taugh t Latin _and ~nghs h. She ha~
a masters degree m Latm from the Univers ity of Louisville. She was a memb~r
of J ones Memorial Methodist Chur~h m
Louisville. She is survived by _on_e sister,
Mrs. Mabel Terrell of Lou1sv11le and
one brother, Edwin E. Gla~scock of
Clarksville, Ind. Fun~ra! serv)ces we_~e
held Sept. 14 in Lomsv1lle with. b'!-nal
in McDaniels Cemetery in Breckinridge
County, Ky.

UAL KILLEBREW ('27) , 73, 301 Eddings St., Fulton, died. Fe~. 27 at t~e
Baptist Memorial Hos pital m Memphis,
Tenn. A former W estern athlete. he was
a r etired high school teacher and coach.
Since his retirement he had ~een employed at Stanley J ones Mechanical Contractor in South Fulton. He v.:as a member of First United Methodist Church
and a member and past president of the
Morman B. Daniel Sunday School Class.
He was the industrial arts teacher ~nd
coach for many years at Fulton H!gh
School and later at South F ulton High
School. He also taught at Mur!'ay ~nd
Mayfield. Survivors include ~1s wife,
Louise Royer Killebrew. Services were
held March 1 with burial in Greenlea
Cemetery.

BIRDIE MAE DAUGHERTY ('36), '!8,
of 556 E. 10th St., Bowling <;::reen, died
Dec. 23 at City-County Hospital ~fter. a
brief illness. Miss Daugherty r e~1red m
1968 after 44 years of teaching in Hardinsburg, Ashland and F ort _Thomas,
Ky. She was a member of t he First Baptist Church in Bowling Green. Fune!al
services were conducted Dec. 27 _with
burial in Fairview Cemetery. Survivors
include a brother, Troy _Lee Daugherty
of Bowling Gree n; two sisters, Mrs. Augusta Hicks of Bowling Green and Mrs.
Evelyn McKee of Ashlan d.

JEWEL (JOHNSON) MANN _('21) , 611
Lea wood Drive, Frankfort, died Mar ch
23 at King's Daughters Hospital after a
long illness. She was the former ownereditor of the Dixon, Ky., J~urnal, and
was editor of K ent1tck11 Business magazine of the Kentucky Chamber ~f Comme rrP for 10 years before her r etll"~ment
in 1966. Mrs. Mann served as ~ss1stant
director of the Division of Publ!c Information, State Department of :1"11ghw~ys,
for four years and was ~ss?ciate ed!tor
of the national award-wmi:img publication, Histori~ K entn.cky Hi,qhwa11s._ She
was also assistant director of_ ~ubhc . relat ions, 'Office '?f Price Admm1stration,
Louisville District, for three years, during World War I I. She is l_isted in ~our
editions of Who's Who in Amer!can
Women and is a member of. the D1_xon
Baptist Church, Dixon. She 1s s urvived
bv her husband, Vear ~ ann; one son,
Thomas D. Duncan, Lexington, and four
grandchildren.

;vIARGARET (HUMBLE) DURHAM
-('37), 61, 331 Cassidy_ Ave., Lexingto~,
died of cancer Jan. 15 m the !3t. J ose phs
Hospital af ter a one-year illness. S~e
was a member of the Woodland Christian Church and the Order of Eas~ern
Star, Chapter 110. Funeral se~1c~s
were conducted J an. 18 with bu-rial m
the National Cemetery at Lebanon. She
is survived by her husband, Robert G.
Durham; a son, Robert Louis I?urham,
Springfield, Ky.; a ~augh ter, Mis~ Barbara J. Durham, Lexington; four sisters,
Mrs. Oveline McFarland, Jamestown,
Mrs. Hazel Niles, Orlando, Mrs. Lucy
Smith, Lebanon, Mrs. Ruby Wells, Summer Shade ; two brother s, J ohn Humble,
J ames town and Omry Humble, Leban on, and four grandchildren.
J . T. "TEMP" F LOWERS (B_U'28) , 67,
1 310 Edgewood Drive, Bowhng Gre_en,
died March 5 at City-County Hospital
following a lengthy illness. The Woodbury native was a r_etired accountant, a
former deputy sheriff, host of_ the former local televis ion show, "Fms, Furs
and Fenthers." past president of the
Kiwanis and Warren County Sportsmen's clubs, a Mason and a Shriner a~d
a member of State Street Methodist
Church Funeral services were conducted Mn~ch 8 with burial in I:airvjew
Cemetery. Survivors include his wif e,
Mr s. Marie O'Dell Flowers; two _da,ughters, Mrs. Mauvette Hurst, Chr1st1ana,
Del., and Mrs. Charlotte F. Compton,
Henderson; one sister, Mrs.. Marsh G.
Vittitow, New Haven, and five grandchildren.

E DGAR L. MASON ('37'63), 66, 150
Nunn Blvd., Cadiz, died ~ eb. 23 at
Western Baptist Hospital m Paducah
after a three weeks' illness. He was a
retired agricultur e teacher a nd a member of Cadiz United Methodist Chur~h.
Funeral services were held Feb. 25 _with
burial in East End Cemetery. Survivors
include his widow. Mrs. Ange lee ( Glasgow) Mason ('3~'~2) ;, o~e~ daughter,
Mrs Suzanne W1lhs ( 64 60) , Owensbor~; and a son, Charles Mason ('70),
of Atlanta, Ga. ; th~ee sist~r s, Mr_s. E. M.
Ray ('82) Scottsv11le, Mich., Miss Lo1;1ella Maso~, Louisville, and Mrs .. Fehx
Davis, Radcliff ; and two grandchildren.
L JACK S MITH (OC) , 75, 248 Cypress
D~ive, Lake Park, Fla., died Fe b. 25 at
a hospital in West Palm Beach, Fla. H_e
received his master's degree at the University of Florida. H e coached f~r 29
vears in the high schools of Marianna,
West Palm Beach, Ocala and Jacksonville, Fla. He was a life member ~f ~he
Florida Athletic Coaches _A~soc1~tion
which recognized him for d1st!ng u1s~ed
meritorious service to Florida high
school athletics. In 1953 he accepted a
junior high school principalshiJ! in West
Palm Beach and, four yea rs before r e-
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tirement in 1969, he served the Pl;lll}l
Beach County schools as safety and c1v1l
defense director. He was a mE>mbPr nnd
dE>acon of First Baptist Church o_f W_e_st
Palm Beach. Survivors include his wife,
Ruth (Anderson) Smith ('31'29); two
daughters, Mrs. Don Carroll and Mrs.
James Archer, both of Dallas, Tex.; one
son J ack Smith J r., Lake Park, Fla.,
and six grandchildren.
FRANCIS M. STIEFF ('QC), 70, _of
Route 14, Box 25, Bowling Gre~n, died
l\farch 28 at City-County Hospital following a brief illness. He was a W~rld
War II veteran and a membe~ of First
Baptist Church. Fune~al sery1c~s we.re
conducted March 30 W)th bu~ial m Fa1~view Cemetery. Survivors include his
wife, Mattie Stieff.
OSCAR WAGNER JR., 70, of Tulsa,
Okla., died Feb. 7 in Tulsa. He was a
professor in the geography depart~ent
a t Western in 1933. Fun~ral se~v1c~s
were conducted F eb. 12 with b'!-nal m
Horse Cave Cemetery. Survivors include
two daughters, Mrs. Laura Ann Stonestrot Richmond, Va., and Mrs. Ellen
Dancy, Virginia B~ach, ya.; a br?ther,
Robert 'Wagner , W1sconsm ; four sisters,
Mrs. Grace Howard, Fo~ Lake, Ill., Mrs.
Lucille Missback, A nt1och, Ill., Mr~.
Marion Radke Illinois, and Mrs. Doris
Fahrenbaker, 'I ngleside, Ill., a nd four
grandchildren.
HUBERT WELDON WILKEY ('28'4~) .
2312 Clark Ave., Bradento~, Fl'.'·• died
at Manatee Memorial H ospital m Bradenton March 6. He had served _ns
teacher, principal a_nd coun_ty s uperintendent of schools m Hopkins County,
Ky. From H opkins County he went to
Clovis, N. M., as a counselor three _years
and returned to Kentucky as superintendent of Leitchfield Schools: W~en h~ retir ed, t he Board of Educatwn m L~1tc~field named an elementary school m his
honor. He served as pr es.ident of ~he
Second Congressional Dis trict E~ucation
Association, K.E.A. Boa rd of D1re~tors,
and president of W estern Alumm A~sociation. He moved to Bradenton six
years ago, doing extensive resel;lrch 0;1
the Wilkey genalogy, completing his
second book a year ago. He was a member of the Bayshore Baptist Church.
He is . survived by his wife, Mrs, Tommye ( Weir) Wilkey; one daughter, Hope
Cla rke ( '48'64), Leitc~fi1:ld, and one
s on, J a y Wilkey, Lou1sv11l~. F uneral
services were held March 7 !n Brade!lton and in Leitchfield. Buria~ wa~ m
the Fairview Cemetery at Le1tchf1eld.
EMMA (ALBRITTEN) WILSON ('25),
85, P. O. Box 24, Hazel, Ky., died March
24 at Murray-Calloway Hospi~l following a brief illness. Funeral services were
conducted March 26 with bu~ial in ~ew
Providence Cemetery. She 1s survived
by her husband, Ivan Wilson ('37) ; two
sisters, Mrs. Hurtle Craig and Mrs. Rudy
Hendon, both of Hazel; and three b~others, Elbert Albritten. Warren Albr1tte n
and Bob Albritten, all of Hazel.

our5e5by
ewspaper
By DON ARMSTRONG

Have you ever thought of signing up for a good
course in college through your local n ewspaper? Admittedly, that's not quite how it works, but t housands
of people all over the United States have found it interesting and rewarding.
Here are the courses which will be taught by newspaper in 1977-78 :
- FALL S EMESTER : "Crime and Justice
in America."
-SPRING S E MESTER : "Popular Culture:
Mirror of American Life."
In each case t here will be 15 feature-length articles
appear ing in newspapers, moderately-pr iced Readers
and Study Guides, and optional enrollment for credit
or audit (non-credit ) through Western's Bowling Green
Community College.
Dr. James S. J ohnson, assist ant to the dean, explains
t hat two of Western's academic departments will take
t he responsibility for administering t he courses. Legal
Area Studies will sponsor "Crime and Justice" and
Communications and Theatre will sponsor "Popular
Culture."
Back of the materials offered is a five-member faculty
committee from t he University of California-San Diego.
There also is a nat ional board of distinguished scholars
and editors who oversee the program. Newspapers must
agree not to shor ten or alter t h e reading matter.
Further information on enrollment in either course
can be obtained by writing to Dr. J ohnson, or by
using the cou pon which appears with this article.
"Crime and J ustice" begins after Sept. 7 and will
help y ou· t o judge the American system charged with
preserving "domestic tranquility" in this nation. Presenting arguments are 14 thought-provoking scholars
guided by P rofessor Jerome H. Skolnick, director of

the Center for t he Study of Law and Society, of the
University of California-Berkeley.
Looking at the course beginning about J anuar y 1978,
Courses by Newspaper will look at ways Americans
develop contemporary ways of living. It will also examine ways people spend t h eir leisure in America.
Three of the episodes in "Popular Culture: Mirror
of American Life," will be aired on public radio stations.
There is no way t o determine if t hese will be available
t o Kent uckians. (However, the Kent ucky ETV network
(KET) has made some over t ures at starting a public
radio network in the Commonwealth. Several states
bor dering Kentucky have such public radio networ ks,
perhaps wit hin listening radius of your home. )
Actually, at t his time, most of "Popular Culture" is
still under development. It will definitely be offered by
newspaper, and Western is planning to be involved, Dr.
Johnson said.
What are the newspapers in Kentucky offering these
courses? A list from last year gathered by t h e National
Endowment for the Humanities shows these:
The Louilmille Cardinal, University of Louisville;
The Daily N ews, Bowling Green; The News-E nterprise,
E lizabethtown; The State Journal, F rankfort; and t he
Tri-City News, Cumberland. Although The Daily News
has already agreed to do so, this doesn't mean all of the
same papers will offer the course in 1977-78. There could
be others-particularly if you let them know that you're
interested !

----------------------------------------------------I AM INTERESTED IN RECEIVING MORE INFORMATION ABOUT
Courses by Newspaper, 1977-78
Name___ ____ _ ___ __ _
Address_ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _____ _

City_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ state_ _ _ _ _ _ _Zip Code_ __ __ _

□ I can read one of the newspapers mentioned in the Western Alumnus story above.
□ l do not see the newspapers mentioned above. I would be interested if the following news-

paper would carry these courses:
Paper
_ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ __
Town, ___ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _-:---- (Western cannot, of course, guarantee that there wi ll be enough interest to persuade a specific newspaper to carry the cou rses. Nor, of course, is there any assurance that a newspaper will see a benefit to be derived from printing "Courses by Newspaper.")

Complete and Return to: Dr. James Johnson, Bowling Green Community College
Van Meter Hall, Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Ky. 42101
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Homecoming, 1977
October 28-29
Football - \VKU vs. Morehead State (Oct. 29, 1 p.m.)
More Details Will Be Forthcoming

·-'Great American Pastimes'

